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                                      ABSTRACT 
 
PLANAR WAVEGUIDE STRUCTURES FOR POST-EDFA BROADBAND    
                                 NEAR INFRARED AMPLIFIERS. 
     
    
                    BY 
   ISLAM     HOXHA  
 
Adviser: Professor Vladimir Petricevic 
This thesis reports on research on optically active Near Infrared materials and their use as 
optical gain media in fabricated planar waveguide amplifying structures. Active materials 
studied are bismuth doped silica glass, with wide fluorescence in NIR range, centered at 
1250 nm for 800 nm excitation, and tetravalent chromium ion-doped calcium germanate 
single crystal , Cr4+: Ca2GeO4 with demonstrated tunable laser action with tuning range 
1350-1500 nm, an important region of transmission range of silica fibers.  
The study of Bi-doped glass, synthesized as a thin layer on single crystal silicon substrate 
reveals broad luminescence of the glass layer similar to the bulk glass of the same 
composition; wide fluorescence centered at 1250 nm when excited at 800 nm. The glass 
layer synthesis method, directly on silicon wafer can be exploited as a route of fabrication 
of thin doped or undoped silica glass layers on silicon substrate. A characteristic of Bi-
doped glass layer is the high concentration of bismuth on it (verified by Electron 
Microscopy analysis) which, did not quench fluorescence of the glass sample, as it was 
largely believed.  
Bi-doped glasses and chromium doped calcium germanate single crystals, of olivine 
crystal structure,are used as core material for fabrication of planar waveguide structures 
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by the cutting and polishing method. The waveguide fabrication method, itself, is not 
suitable for industry or even laboratory research, but it succeeded in this work to produce 
two planar waveguide structures of slab geometry. Gain measurements done on Cr4+: 
Ca2GeO4 based waveguide structure revealed on-off optical amplification of signal in the 
region 1420-1500 nm with 5.7 dB peak at 1470 nm. This result is a starting point into 
studying the amplification of other chromium doped olivine crystals that already have 
exhibited laser action in NIR region. Better planar waveguide fabrication techniques, 
other than the one pursued here, will contribute to a better study of amplifying properties 
of waveguide structures.  
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Chapter I 
                                              Introduction  
 
1.1 Background  
Worldwide information traffic is carried out by optical communication networks relying 
on millions of kilometers of optical fiber transmitting at a high rate of about 10 terabits 
per second. The long haul optical communication employs silica fibers as carriers of the 
optical signals. At the transmitting and receiving ends, multiplexers and de-multiplexers 
systems are employed to combine or split signals of different wavelengths. This 
technique is known as Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) technique and is used 
to combine a large number of information channels (or signal wavelengths) into a single 
fiber. WDM principle of operation is shown in Fig.1.1.  
Fiber optics networks employ silica fibers, utilizing its two main transmission windows; 
the zero-dispersion window (around 1310 nm) and low attenuation window (1550 nm). 
The silica fibers are low loss materials. The low attenuation window is characterized by a 
very low loss (~0.1 dB/km). At the end of the line, the signals need to be amplified to 
desired levels for either further hauling or the end user. The amplification at 1550 nm is 
well developed by use of Erbium doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFA) which work at around 
1550 nm wavelength. However, erbium and other rare-earth ions doped materials are 
characterized by narrow gain bandwidths (about 100 nm flat gain) [1,2]. High bit rate 
communication systems use a narrow spectral region of 1530–1610 nm for transmission 
based on the amplification bandwidth of the Er-doped fiber amplifier. The WDM 
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structures have improved to narrower wavelength spacing between channels, so that, 
more channels can be accommodated within a given wavelength interval. This has 
allowed that over 100 channels to be transmitted through a single fiber.  
 
Fig.1.1. Wavelength Division Multiplexing principle. Links 1-4 are the input signals on 
the transmitting (left) and receiving (right) ends. Transponders are wavelength 
converters. MUX and DEMUX are multiplexing and demultiplexing devices. 
However, although the transmission capacities of several Tbits/sec of today’s optical 
communication systems represent a hundred-folds of capacities of old communication 
systems of decades ago, they wouldn’t be able to handle the future needs for faster and 
higher capacity traffic. Judging by the rate of information traffic increase today (30-40 % 
a year), in a few decades the communication networks will need to provide Pbits/sec 
transmission speeds.  The best way to do this is to increase the number of transmission 
channels by expanding the gain bandwidth of optical amplifiers.  
Current optical fiber amplifiers cover only a relatively small portion of the spectrum of 
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the low-loss fibers. For example, the commercial EDFA gain bandwidth is limited 
primarily to the C-band between 1530 and 1565 nm, the L-band between 1565 to 1625 
nm and, the S band between 1450 nm to1520 nm with a total of 140 nm usable spectral 
bands [3]. The other types of amplifiers, such as the thulium-doped [4] and 
praseodymium-doped [5] amplifiers provide gain from 1450–1520 nm and 1260–1360 
nm bands, respectively.  These usable bandwidths are less than the entire transmission 
window of newly developed fibers in many of today’s optical networks. The transmission 
bandwidths of newly developed fibers can be as high as 300 nm from 1300 to 1600 nm of 
the low loss and low-dispersion windows of silica fibers. Therefore, it is strongly 
desirable to develop a single broadband fiber amplifier with gain bandwidth covering the 
entire spectral range from 1300-1600 nm of the fibers to further increase the transmission 
capacity of the wavelength-division multiplexing system for next-generation optical 
communication systems. Moreover, there are millions of optical fiber cables of many 
light-wave circuits that utilize 1310 nm communication window, and, there are no 
efficient amplifiers or lasers at this wavelength.  
Larger gain bandwidth can primarily be realized by searching for novel broadband NIR 
luminescent materials, covering possibly the whole 1200-1700 nm telecommunication 
range.  
1.2    Introduction to the area of research 
The need for improved amplifiers, other than the existing EDFA devices, has resulted in 
vigorous search for other active ions in novel solid-state materials. Researchers have 
investigated transition metal ions with broad NIR luminescence like Cr4+, Ni2+ in doped 
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glasses, with 200-250 nm full width at half maximum (FWHM)[6.7]. However, they 
cannot emit at room temperature in glass hosts so they need cryogenic cooling or be 
hosted on crystalline media.  
NIR emitting bismuth doped glasses emerged as an interesting candidate to realize 
broadband amplification due to broad luminescence observed, centered at 1250 nm, 300 
nm FWHM and 630 µs lifetime [8], as well as, demonstrated amplification at 1300 nm 
when pumped at 800 nm. Bi-doped glasses are fabricated in a variety of glass hosts and 
broad NIR emissions were observed  [9-20]. The long lifetimes of NIR fluorescence 
makes these materials very promising for laser and amplifiers in NIR range of optical 
communication. 
Another material of interest is chromium, Cr3+ or Cr4+ –doped crystals of olivine 
structure. The interest in the development of laser materials activated by Cr4+ ions was 
stimulated by the demonstration of laser action in the near-infrared (1130-1370 nm) from 
Cr4+:forsterite (Cr4+:Mg2SiO4) at CCNY by Petricevic et al. in 1988 [21]. Later, pulsed, 
continuous-wave, and passively mode-locked operation of Cr4+:Ca2GeO4 crystals were 
demonstrated with tunability in the 1350-1500 nm spectral range [22-24]. Laser operation 
was also demonstrated in Cr3+:LiScGeO4 and Cr3+:LiIn(Ge,Si)O4 with the tunability 
range of 1150-1620 nm [25,26]. 
 Fig. 1.2 shows the fluorescence spectra and lifetimes of the metastable level of Cr4+-and 
Cr3+-doped crystals of olivine structure. The emission spectra are wide with a range of 
emission that extends from 900 nm to 1700 nm depending on the chemical composition 
of the host material. The emission spectra perfectly match the desired bandwidth for 1.3 
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µm and 1.55 µm telecommunications windows. Typical FWHM is about 200 nm. Wide 
ranges of spectra make these materials very promising media for WDM technique 
covering the full spectral range of operation of the 1.3 µm window of optical networks. 
Hundreds of channels with the total bandwidth of 10 THz can be achieved (total capacity 
may exceed 10 Tb/s). Cr:LiInGeO4 emission , in particular, is wide and covers a wide 
range of wavelengths  (graph 2 in Fig.1.2), making this material very suitable as a single 
possible material to  amplify over the whole range of about 1300-1500 nm.   
Besides materials of broad NIR luminescence, another aspect of improvement in 
broadband amplification is the amplifying device. Optical amplifiers are two kinds; 
optical fibers of cylindrical geometry and planar waveguides of planar geometry.  
The fiber drawing technology works well on glassy media but not on crystals. Transition 
metal ions (like Chromium) show broad emission in crystalline media only at room 
temperature. Bi doped glasses are made into fiber amplifiers and lasers [27-34]. More 
about them is presented in chapter II. Nevertheless, there are problems with fiber 
drawing of Bi-doped glasses as the high temperature of the process depletes the fiber 
from Bi content and compromises the optical efficiency of the device. In general, fiber 
amplifiers need to have lengths of several tens of meters in order to show any optical 
gain.  
Planar waveguides on the other hand, are shown to have advantages over fiber 
cylindrical geometry. For Cr4+:CaGeO4 material, the pump photons are absorbed in 
lengths of a few centimeter due to excited state absorption of this material. In short (a 
few mm) planar waveguides this problem is non-existent. Bi-doped glasses can be 
fabricated in planar waveguide structures through processes different from fiber 
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drawing, thus, eliminating the problems associated with fiber drawing. 
 
 
Fig. 1.2. Fluorescence spectra and lifetimes of Cr-doped olivine crystals. 
Planar waveguides are also, an important part in integrated optical circuits (OIC) that 
have several functions: as an optical link between other optical components built on the 
same substrate (chip), as a modulator, sensor, amplifier, laser amplifier. The application 
of interest for this work is the broadband optical amplification in the NIR region. Planar 
waveguides are compact devices, light and easy to align.   
1.3    Thesis statement and synopsis.  
The work of this thesis is focused on fabrication and characterization of planar 
waveguide structures based on broadband emitting materials; Bi-doped aluminossilicate 
and aluminogermanate glasses and Cr-doped olivine crystals, specifically Cr4+:Ca2GeO4. 
Fluore
scence
	  intens
ity	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The motivations for this are presented in sections 1.1 and 1.2. In addition, part of work of 
this thesis is a novel method of synthesis of broadly NIR emitting Bi-doped 
aluminosilicate glass layers on silicon substrate with the potential for fabrication of 
waveguide lasers and amplifiers. Two are the main highlights of the thesis statement: 
1. Fabrication of a broadly NIR luminescent Bi-enriched and Bi-doped glass thin film on 
silicon substrate is reported here. The fabrication method of synthesis of bismuth doped 
silica based glass layer on silicon wafer via chemical reaction at high temperatures is 
described. The main interesting and novel features of this method are the glass synthesis 
temperature of 1350 ° C, which is lower than melting temperature of silicon, and the high 
percentage of bismuth dopant on the luminescent glass. The relevance of this method is 
that it integrates a broad NIR luminescent material on silicon substrate, very desirable for 
integrated optics applications.  
Spectrometric measurements of absorptions and fluorescence of the layer under 680 nm 
and 800 nm show similarity with corresponding measurements done in bulk Bi-doped 
silica glass. As it is widely demonstrated by the work of many research groups, Bi doped 
glasses exhibit broadband fluorescence centered at around 1250 nm and, a bandwidth of 
several hundred nanometers depending on the host composition and synthesis conditions. 
The fact that, the Bi doped silica glass layers on silicon maintain the same luminescent 
properties of bulk samples, points to the exciting possibility of its use in on-chip planar 
waveguide laser and amplifiers.   
The fluorescence of Bi doped glass bulk was studied versus sample composition, 
particularly versus bismuth to silicon ratio, in order to determine the optimal composition 
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of the sample that emits the strongest fluorescence and, at the same time, that can be 
synthesized at 1350 ° C, directly on silicon. Electron microscopy and X-ray diffraction 
measurements were carried out on these glass samples (thin layer and bulk), in order to 
study its elemental composition and spatial distribution of the composites as well as the 
dynamics of phase formations during glass synthesis.  
 Although this method did not result in a planar waveguide as its product, it opens up 
very realistic possibilities of fabrication of doped glass layers on silicon as optically 
active layers of waveguide lasers or amplifiers.  
2. The work of this thesis will demonstrate on-off optical gain up to nearly 6 dBm,  
achieved in a planar waveguide made of chromium doped calcium germanate single 
crystal, Cr4+: Ca2GeO4, as optically active core layer. The excitation wavelength is 800 
nm provided by a Ti: sapphire mode locked laser operating in pulsed regime.  Optical 
gain is observed in the range 1420 -1500 nm. The gain profile in the 1420-1510 nm has 
its peak of 5.7 dB at 1470 nm. The gain curve drops on both sides of the peak with a quite 
sharp drop to zero, at 1500 nm. The probe signal was operated at a power range around 
0.02-0.06 mW. The pump power is 190 mW and 65 mW. The waveguide was excited by 
proximity method pumping, along the propagation direction. The results of gain 
experiments were reproducible. Improvement to waveguide fabrication process, along 
with a wider choice of optically active materials as guiding core, amplifying possibly 
over the whole 1200-1600 nm region, provide remarkable possibilities for success in 
achieving broader signal amplification. Future work includes use of Cr3+: LiInGeO4 or 
Cr3+: LiScGeO4 as broadband gain media due to their wide range of NIR luminescence. 
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Chapter II presents properties of NIR luminescence Bi-doped materials and discusses the 
hypotheses regarding the nature of Bi centers responsible for observed luminescence. The 
achievements on the field of Bi-doped fiber amplifiers and lasers, up to date, are 
presented. 
Chapter III describes a new method of synthesis of highly enriched Bi-doped glass layers 
on silicon substrate as an intriguing  venue for planar waveguides amplifiers and laser 
fabrication. The emission/absorption properties of this layer are presented. The Electron 
Microscopy study of the glass layer cross-section and X-ray diffraction analysis of glass 
formation are presented as well, along with a summary of findings. 
Chapter IV gives an introduction to planar waveguides, the types of waveguides in terms 
of their geometry and material used. It, also, gives a basic theory of wave-guiding 
phenomena, following the ray-optic and wave-optics approach. Relevant theoretical 
notions that will help characterize the fabricated waveguide(s) of this thesis are given.  
Chapter V discusses different methods for planar waveguide fabrication before it 
describes the method of fabrication of waveguides with Bi-doped glass and 
Cr4+:Ca2GeO4 single crystal core, used in the work of this thesis.  
Chapter VI describes the Cr4+ ion in olivine structures and the advantages of Ca2GeO4 
material in terms of fabrication of layers. The off-on gain experiment carried on 
Cr4+:Ca2GeO4 single crystal waveguide in 1420-1510 nm range is presented and the 
results are shown and discussed.  
Chapter VII summarized the thesis and gives suggestions for future work.  
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Chapter II   
Review of literature and research on NIR emitting Bi-doped glasses 
 
2.1 Introduction 
The invention of the first ruby laser triggered much research in identification and 
generation of new active laser media, and subsequently laser action was demonstrated in 
a variety of elements hosted in an even larger variety of host materials. Among them, 
active glass optical fiber lasers have proven to be one of the most efficient solid-state 
lasers. They have excellent beam quality and high efficiency, and have been widely used 
in medicine, material processing, optical communication and many other fields.  
Optical communication is in forefront of information transmission and processing 
technology. New concepts and technologies for digital data acquisition, processing and 
transportation have strongly accelerated the information age. As a consequence, we have 
seen an explosive increase in information transfer capacity, i.e. an average growth of 58% 
per year [1]. In a couple of decades, the current technology will find it very difficult to 
respond to this rate of growth of information transfer. The advanced optical 
communication technology, that works in the near and infrared wavelength range of 
about 1260-1700 nm, needs to provide faster transmission and at a larger capacity.   
 
2.1.1  Existing technology in optical communication and its challenges. 
The current technology in use in telecommunication is the Wavelength Division 
Multiplexing (WDM) technique, which allows for many channels to be transmitted 
through a single fiber. To accommodate growing need for faster and higher transmission 
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capability, the number of transmission channels needs to be increased by expanding the 
bandwidth of fibers, optical amplifiers and laser sources that work in the same frequency 
range as WDM systems.  For this to be achieved, tunable lasers and optical amplifiers 
with flat gain and high output power over a broad range of frequencies in the infrared 
region are highly required. The optical communication systems exploit two main 
windows in the 1100-1600 nm range. One of them is the natural zero-dispersion window 
for silica fibers, centered around 1.3µm. The temporal distortion of transferred optical 
pulses can be minimized at this wavelength. The other window is called the low-loss 
window for silica fibers where the intensity attenuation is at minimum, and which is 
centered at wavelength of 1.55 µm.  
In Optical Communication, the most utilized fiber lasers or amplifiers, so far, have been 
those based on rare earth ion-doped optical fibers (REDFAs), which work in near infrared 
(NIR) region, with erbium-doped fiber amplifier (ERDA) being the most successful. 
However, REDFAs suffer from narrow gain bandwidths, which cannot surpass 100 nm 
[2,3] because the NIR luminescence of rare-earth doped materials is, in itself, narrow. 
The reason for narrow width of NIR emission of RE-doped materials is that this emission 
is initiated by inner shell 4f-4f transitions of RE active ions. These 4f levels are well-
shielded from the effect of the fields of surrounding ligands by the electronic outer shells 
5s2 and 6s2. The lasing centers are therefore insensitive to the position and state of motion 
of the surrounding ligands so that the level structure of the rare earth ion in a host 
material is very similar to that of the free ion. The effects of crystal fields are seen as 
perturbation to the hamiltonian of the free-ion system which  splits the free-ion levels into 
finer level structure around their “center of gravity” allowing for broader absorption and 
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emission bands. When rare earth ions are hosted by disordered glassy matrix, variations 
of crystal field throughout the volume of the material, causes broadening of emission. 
However, the fluorescence emission bandwidths are still narrow and no gain can be 
expected beyond these bandwidths.  
Fiber Raman amplifiers (FRAs) can overcome the drawbacks of REDFAs and yield 
broadband amplification. However, they require multi-wavelength pumping schemes, 
high power consumption, and more complicated structures [4]. In the current WDM 
system, multiple amplifiers, including REDFA and FRA, must be employed to fully 
utilize the wide-window resource of silica fiber in the range of 1.1–1.6 µm. 
EDFAs are successfully employed at the low-loss telecommunication window at erbium 
working wavelength of 1.55 µm and flat gain of about 70 nm (from 1530-1600nm) has 
been achieved [5, 6]. However, this bandwidth is too narrow to handle large capacity of 
information traffic. To extend the available usable wavelength region, hybrids of 
different amplifiers including different REDFA and RFAs are used in practical optical 
networks in order to fully realize optical amplification of the whole low-loss 
communication widow of silica glass fibers. However, hybrids of different amplifiers 
result in serious signal loss for optical communication and in high power consumption.  
Within the spectral region of 1150-1500 nm, which covers the natural zero dispersion 
window of WDM systems, there have been no efficient rare earth doped fiber lasers. The 
main achievements here, have been the optical amplifiers working at 1.3 µm, for 
example, praseodymium-doped ZrF4BaF2LaF3AlF3NaF (ZBLAN) glass [7] and the 
Raman fiber amplifiers [8]. However, praseodymium-doped ZBLAN glasses are 
commonly fluoride-based which have poor thermo-mechanical properties. They are 
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fragile and difficult to connect to silica fiber by standard splicing techniques, whereas the 
efficiency of the Raman fiber amplifier is about 5%.   
Successful attempts have been made on broadening and flattening of gain spectra of 
optical fiber amplifiers such as Er-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs)[9], tellurite-based Er-
doped fiber amplifier (EDFA)[10], thulium-doped fiber amplifiers (TDFAs)[11], 
praseodymium-doped fiber amplifiers (PDFA)[12], FRAs [13]. However, problems of 
narrow bandwidths, high power consumption, poor manufacturability and low endurance 
that were presented above, still persisted and hindered the progress in fabrication of 
broadband optical amplifiers.  
The problem of narrow bandwidths was sought to be overcome by attempts to explore the 
use of ultrabroadband luminescent materials, especially in the 1.2 – 1.6 µm region, by 
selecting transition-metal ion doped glasses. NIR emissions with FWHM larger than 100 
nm can be easily achieved with transition-metal-ion-doped materials, because the 
emissions originate from the d– d transitions of transition-metal ions [4,14-15]. In fact, 
broad (~200-250nm FWHM) emissions in the region of 1.2~1.6µm were observed from 
Cr4+ or Ni2+ doped glasses [4,15]. However, Cr4+ or Ni2+ in glasses cannot emit the IR 
fluorescence at room temperature, so that these glasses need to cool down near the liquid 
nitrogen temperature or to crystallize the local structure surrounding Cr4+ or Ni2+ ions 
[16-20]. 
A significant development would be a novel optical fiber amplifier that can realize 
amplification covering the whole low loss communication window of silica glass fiber by 
a single pumping source. The discovery of broad NIR luminescence from bismuth-doped 
glasses excited much hope towards realization of this goal. 
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2.2 Bismuth doped glasses with broad near infrared luminescence as a good 
candidate for use in fiber lasers and amplifiers. 
In 2001, Fujimoto et al. observed broadband infrared luminescence from bismuth doped 
silica glass (BiSG) [21]. Its absorption peaks were at 500, 700, and 800nm, which were 
intrinsic for fluorescence observed at 750, 1120 and 1250 nm. The fluorescence  at 1250 
nm is broad with a bandwidth of over 300 nm and a long lifetime of 630 µs. The 
fluorescence extended over the whole 1000-1600nm region. Soon after, Fujimoto et al. 
[22] obtained amplification from Bi-doped silica glass at 1.3 µm at 0.8µm excitation 
wavelength. These results excited immediate interest in Bi doped glasses as they 
indicated that Bi doped glasses could be a favorite potential candidate for the infrared 
luminescent materials for applications in lasers and optical amplifiers that would answer 
the needs of the telecommunication industry. Observed amplification at 1.3µm when 
excited with 0.8µm diode laser has two significant implications; a) amplification at 
1.3µm which is the center of zero-dispersion window of WDM systems and, b) the fact 
that we can use readily available and inexpensive 0.8µm diode lasers as pump sources. In 
addition, the broadband luminescence and long lifetime of metastable levels are of 
interest in fiber-optic lasers and amplifier devices. Broad emission yields the possibility 
of utilizing Bi-doped materials for ultrashort pulse lasers.  
Much research immediately followed on Bi-doped silica glass, as well as, in many 
different glass hosts. Although the first discovered glass was a silica-based material with 
a SiO2 of 97.5 mol% [21], many glass compositions were  shown to effectively generate 
Bi-related  luminescence, such as silicate, germanate, borate, germanosilicate, and 
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phosphate[16, 23-33] glasses. NIR emission was observed in these types of Bi-doped 
glasses shows similarities and differences. The similarities consist mainly on broad NIR 
emission and similar absorption bands. Differences are to be expected since the number 
of factors involved in the synthesis of a Bi-doped glass material is quite significant. 
These factors such as the glass composition of the host, the percentage of bismuth dopant, 
co-doping and, glass synthesis conditions play a significant role on the NIR emission and 
its quality. They affect the absorption bands as well as luminescence bands in terms of 
peak position, integrated intensity, lifetimes of transitions, etc. The analysis of different 
sets of data obtained from experiments on various Bi-doped materials have prompted 
many hypothesis concerning the origin of NIR Bi luminescence. For instance, Fujimoto 
et al. initially assigned the infrared fluorescence of BiSG to Bi5+ ion. On the other hand, 
others [26,34] estimated to be due to BiO molecules dispersed in the glass host. Other 
views include Bi+ as the ion valence state(s) responsible for NIR fluorescence, point 
vacancies, defects in glass etc. None of the hypothesis has prevailed as the single, most 
fundamental explanation for all observed spectrometry as they could describe the data 
only partially or related to a particular subset of Bi-doped glasses. There is no consensus 
on what really causes the unusual infrared luminescence, although some publications 
claim that a general consensus might exist on the fact that NIR Bi emission is due to its 
ion in lower valence states. A more thorough discussion of these views is found in the 
section 2.4 pertaining to the origin of Bi-related luminescence.  
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2.3  Optical properties of Bismuth doped glasses. 
2.3.1 The bismuth ion 
The bismuth ion is interesting because it can exist in a variety of valence states. Bismuth 
is on the sixth row of the table of elements and on the 6th column of the p-group. Its 
electronic configuration is {Xe} 4f145d106s26p3, where {Xe} is filled shell configuration 
of xenon. The previously investigated luminescence of bismuth ions appeared usually in 
visible wavelength regions, such as orange-red emission of Bi2+ [35,36], blue or green 
emission of Bi3+ [37-40]. Bi2+and Bi3+ do not emit NIR luminescence [41,42]. The 
infrared luminescence of Bi-doped glasses came unpredicted when it was first reported 
by Fujimoto et.al. Since it is so different from luminescence of Bi2+ and Bi3+ ions in 
terms of absorption and emission bands as well as the lifetime of emission (3-5 µs for 
visible emission versus several hundreds µs for infrared emission), these ions were 
excluded immediately as possible source of NIR.  
Bi-doped glasses exhibit similar broad fluorescence over 1000-1600 nm interval and the 
absorption band expand from 400-1000 nm. The NIR emission lifetimes are in order of 
hundreds microseconds. The FWHMs of NIR emission bands are usually in order of a 
few hundred nanometers although extraordinary FWHM of 600 nm at room temperature 
and up to 800 nm at 5K is reached in Bi-doped chalcogenide glasses [43] .  
Spectrometric features of Bi doped glasses, such as absorption and fluorescence peaks, 
integrated intensity, peak intensity as well as their thermo-mechanical properties depend 
on the glass hosts, on content of bismuth dopant, and on specifics of glass synthesis, 
especially temperature and redox conditions. Redox conditions play a role in the valence 
state of active Bi ion, determining thus the absorption and emission transitions schemes. 
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This results on variations of NIR fluorescence features from one glass host to another. 
There are many hypothesis as to what is responsible for observed NIR Bi-related 
emission but the nature of the active center responsible for the observed luminescence is 
still unclear and actively discussed in the literature. For instance, the infrared 
luminescence has been attributed to be the electronic transition of Bi5+, [21,29,44] 
Bi+[23], clusters of Bi atoms[28, 45-47], and {[AlO4/2 ]−,Bi+} complexes [ 48], point 
defect in glasses [49] etc. 
2.3.2   NIR emitting Bi-centers in silica glass host  
Among different types of glass hosts, silica based glasses seem to have favorable 
properties that make it a very good candidate for fiber lasers and amplifier applications in 
NIR regime, specifically useful for use in WDM systems of telecommunication. The 
understanding of the optical properties of the bismuth doped silica glass is important due 
to its potential technological applications in optical amplifiers and fiber lasers.  These 
distinct advantageous properties are as follows; 
a) Bi doped silica glass (BiSG) is silica based thus it can be made into fiber optical 
amplifier and can easily connect to silica fiber of a network system.  
b) The peak wavelength at 1250 nm with 300 nm WFHM coincides with the natural 
zero dispersion of silica fiber making it suitable for use as an amplifier in WDM 
technique. For comparison, this bandwidth is four times larger than that of Er-
doped silica fiber. 
c) BiSG has wide absorption bands in the visible region making it possible to use 
flashlamps or commonly available and inexpensive GaAlAs semiconductor lasers 
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as pump sources. 
d) Its wide WFHM  suggests that this medium can be used for ultrashort pulse 
operation.  
e) The long lifetime of emission of 630 µs , at 1.3 µm, allows for efficient stored 
energy of pump source making it possible that this material be used for high 
power laser applications. 
f) The quantum yield of BiSG is 60-70% [50] implies that a BiSG based amplifier 
could be much more effective than a Raman amplifier.  
 
2.4     Discussion on the origin of Bi-related NIR luminescence. 
In this section, different hypotheses on the origin of NIR luminescence observed in Bi-
doped glasses are presented. The issue of Bi-related NIR luminescence is still unresolved. 
This has made it difficult to create efficient active laser media using Bi-doped glass. In 
section 2.4, all the attempts to clarify the origin of NIR emission are presented, with the 
goal to condense the accumulated information into a potential resolution of the problem, 
and to identify directions for future research. 
2.4.1     Complex nature of Bi-emitting center in glass hosts.  
There are quite a number of hypotheses regarding observed NIR emission of different Bi-
doped glasses. These hypotheses attribute the Bi-related NIR emission to Bi5+ [21, 51-
53], Bi-clusters [28], Bi+ [24, 30, 54, 55], BiO [34,31,56], dimer ions Bi2, Bi−2 and Bi2− 
[45,46,55,57,], Bi0 [47,58], molecular orbital models [53,59,60] or even point defects 
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[49]. What are the problems that hinder such determination? Why are there so many 
different hypothesis? The issue is, in reality, very complex. 
The complexity arises from the nature of Bi element. Bismuth is a polyvalent element 
with four oxidation states: Bi5+, Bi3+, Bi2+ and Bi+. Oxidation and reduction processes 
take place in molten polyvalent element-doped glass. Oxidation results in ion being at a 
higher valence state and reduction results in ion being at a lower valence state [61]. The 
polyvalent ions in molten glass are in reduction/oxidation (redox) equilibrium, as 
described by the equation , 
            (Eq. 1)                 Mex+n +(n/2)O2- àMex +(n/4)O2 
Mex+n and Mex are polyvalent ions in oxidation and reduction, respectively; n represents 
the number of transferred electrons. These processes depend strongly on the melting 
temperature, glass composition, atmosphere, and concentration of polyvalent elements. In 
bismuth oxide, Bi2O3, bismuth ion is in oxidation state 3+. Generally, the redox 
equilibrium for metal ions moves toward the reduction side with increasing melting 
temperature. With increasing melting temperatures among Bi-doped glasses, the 
following change in the valence state of Bismuth takes place [62]: 
Bi3+àBi2+àBi+àBi à Bi clusters (e.g., Bi2, Bi2-,Bi3) :à(Bi)n colloids 
This variety of possible states of bismuth makes it very difficult to determine the actual 
Bi center responsible for NIR luminescence. Lack of such determination makes it 
difficult to construct controllable and well-specified lasers based on Bi doped glassy 
materials.  
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In order to condense the wide diapason of hypotheses, they can be grouped in three 
classifications; (a) the Bi5+ and related molecules hypotheses, (b) lower valence 
hypotheses such as Bi+, Bi0, BiO, Bi clusters, and (c) point defects.  
2.4.2   Bi5+ hypotheses.   
The Bi5+ explanation of NIR emission of Bi-doped glasses was offered first by Fujimotto 
et. al. based on a riogorous study on electron spin resonance (ESR) of Bi-doped silica 
glass [21]. Due to the absence of ESR signal as well as the absence of luminescence upon 
5 eV excitation, they excluded paramagnetic and diamagnetic defects and, assigned the 
NIR emission to inactive Bi5+ which is expected to give no ESR signal. To reinforce this 
hypothesis, these researches looked for Bi5+ presence in other Bi-doped glasses 
employing many experimental methods such as extended X-ray absorption fine structure 
(EXAFS), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and nuclear magnetic resonance 
(NMR)[51,52]. The data obtained gave insight for Bi-O distances which coincided well 
with Bi5+-O distances and of bonding energies which were higher than the references of 
Bi0 and Bi3+ and equal to Bi5+ reference. These findings back up the Bi5+ hypothesis. 
Another research group reported increase of NIR signal intensity at samples with stronger 
oxidizers (therefore of higher valence state for Bi ion) and presented this finding as 
evidence for Bi5+ emission [29]. However , Peng et. al. analyzing the findings of 
reference 29, argued that even though the intensity of NIR emission increases with 
oxidity of the environment, it is much lower than the NIR intensity when these oxidizers 
are absent, therefore it is an argument against the Bi5+ hypothesis[63].  
Other Bi5+ hypothesis is the intramolecular charge transfer (ICT) model for Bi5+-On2- 
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molecules developed by Kustov et.al [59,60]. It involves solving Schrodinger equation in 
the presence of molecular orbital interaction between  s, p, d orbitals of bismuth (or 
elements isoelectronic to bismuth such as lead, thulim, indium, and telurium) and s and p 
orbitals of oxygen. Experimental findings of optically pumped magnetic resonance 
(OPMR) signal by Razdobreev [53] in Bi-doped silicate glass pumped at 808 nm at low 
temperature is attributed to radiative electron-hole recombination between filled 
electronic configuration of Bi5+On2- molecules.  
2.4.3  Lower valence hypotheses.  
 Lower valence state ion hypotheses are supported by a vast amount of data [16,3,24,26-
28,30,33,34,43,45,54,57,64,65] that at the same time contradict Bi5+ hypotheses . The 
main arguments in favor of this class of hypotheses are based on physical consideration 
of glass synthesis and chemical considerations that relate optical properties to the basicity 
or acidity of the glass host. The proponents of this hypothesis argue that high 
temperatures of glass melting favor low valence Bi+ or Bi0 instead of high Bi5+ presence. 
The data also shows that NIR emission is absent on glasses where Bi5+ compounds 
should be chemically stable. According to optical basicity theory of Duffy [66], higher 
basicity favors the higher valence state of the multi-valence metal ions. However, the 
infrared luminescence from bismuth-doped glasses decreased with the increment in host 
basicity [67], which indicated that the luminescence origins may be bismuth in a low 
valence state. In this context, addition of reducing agents (e.g. carbon, CO) may lead to 
increasing intensity of NIR emission of Bi-doped silicate glass [43] and, vice versa, heat-
treatment in oxidizing atmosphere may erase NIR emission reversibly [58]. Also the 
addition of typical oxidizing agents such as Sb2O5 or CeO2 may completely erase the NIR 
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emission [47,57]. 
The  B+ hypothesis was derived from the energy matching considerations [24,30]. The 
BiO hypothesis came about from the similarity of NIR luminescence of BiO molecules in 
gas phase to the NIR luminescence of Tl0 and Pb+ in crystals. The authors of this 
hypothesis argued that, in light of the fact that  Bi2+ is isoelectronic with Tl0 and Pb+ ,and 
similarity of luminescence of BiO gas molecules with those of Pb- and Tl- doped 
crystals, Bi-related NIR emission could be attributed to BiO molecules [64]. 
Subsequently, it was observed that NIR occurred even in absence of oxygen [54] which 
rejects this possibility. Bi ion dimmers hypothesis is based on ESR signals at g –factor 
~2.0 which was attributed to Bi2-/Bi2 dimers [45]. Bi0 as a possible candidate of observed 
NIR in bi-doped glasses is based on the fact that at high  melt temperatures, Bi3+-
containing compounds (such as Bi2O3) transform in Bi or (Bi)n clusters [47] ( see Eq. 1). 
Comparison of atomic spectral data of Bi+ and Bi with the NIR emission data of Bi-
doped glasses revealed a better match with Bi0. What contradicts this hypothesis is the 
parallel research done on femptosecond (fs) laser irradiation of similar glasses without 
additional heat treatment [47,68]. It was found that NIR centers were formed in those 
glasses as well. Given that interaction time between fs laser and glass is too short 
(hundreds of fs) than formation of Bi-clusters (which is diffusion driven and therefore 
needs much longer time) is not necessary for NIR emission.  
2.4.4 Point defects hypotheses 
The hypothesis of point defects or other optical defects in glasses is based on similarities 
of the   absorption/emission spectra between Bi2+, Pb+, and Tl0 near vacancies (i.e point 
defects) in irradiated crystals [49,69-75] and of Bi-doped glasses. Bi2+, Pb+, and Tl0 are 
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all isoelectronic.  
The following notation is employed for defects; 
        En+ (1)  àvalence +n  ion in cation site near an anion vacancy 
        Em+ (2)  àvalence +m ion in cation site between two anion vacancies 
        En+ (1) -  Em+ à both ions are near a vacancy. Also called an E dimer. 
Here,  E denotes any of the elements from the set {Tl, Pb, Bi}.  
It is observed that, when Tl- or Pb-doped halide crystals ( KCl, RbCl, KB) are X-rayed or 
y-irradiated, NIR emitting defect centers were produced [70-73]. These centers were 
identified as  Tl0(1), Tl0(2), and Tl+(1)- Tl0 dimer. Similarly X-radiated Pb-doped BaF2, 
SrF2, CaF2 crystals produces similar NIR emission centers [74,75] Pb+(1), dimer Pb+(1)- 
Pb2+, and Pb0(2). The absorption and emission of these materials are summarized in 
Table 2.1. The NIR luminescence of Bi doped  BaF2 crystal in 1070 nm and 1500 nm 
[76]  was then assigned to Bi2+(1) and Bi+(2) in analogy to Pb+(1) and Pb0 (2) centers, 
since Bi2+and Bi+ are isoelectronic to Pb+ and Pb0 respectively. Considering that, the NIR 
bismuth luminescence bands, in almost all of the bismuth-doped glasses studied to date, 
are also located in this spectral region and that, Tl0, Pb+ and Bi2+ are isoelectronic with 
each other (6s26p1), it is reasonable to believe that the near-IR-emitting bismuth centers 
in glass are optical defect centers similar to the Tl, Pb and Bi centers in crystals. 
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Doping:Crystal Defects Absorption 
(nm) 
Emission 
(nm) 
Tl,Pb:KCl,RbCl,KB Tl0(1),Tl0(2),Tl+(1)- Tl0 635-1100 1400-1700 
Pb:BaF2,SrF2,CaF2 Pb+(1),Pb+(1)-Pb+2, 
Pb0(2). 
600-1000 1000-1700 
Bi:BaF2 Bi2+(1), Bi+(2) * 500 
700 
1070 
1500 
 
Table 2.1 Similarity on the absorption/emission spectra of irradiated doped crystals. *The  
entry on the defect column for Bi:BaF2 is derived by analogy of its spectrum to the 
spectra of Tl-Pb-doped crystals.  
The evidence in support of this hypothesis are the observed NIR luminescence in Pb-
doped germanate glasses at 1100 nm [69] and the fact that Bi-,Pb-,Sn-, and Sb-doped 
germanate glasses have similar luminescence at various excitation wavelength [46]  and 
that Pb+, Bi2+ , Sn+ and Sb2+ ions are all isoelectronic.  
2.5   Advancements in Bi-doped optical fiber amplifiers and fiber lasers.  
Quite rapidly, within a decade from first demonstration of amplification at 1300 nm from 
Fujimoto et. al in Bi-doped silica glass [22],  the research on Bi-doped materials 
succeeded in producing bi-doped fiber amplifiers and lasers. Dvoyrin et al. reported the 
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fabrication of bismuth-doped fibers by the method of modified chemical vapor deposition 
(MCVD) and the results of their spectroscopic study [77]. The spectral position of the 
luminescence band was in the range from 1050-1200 nm, with 150-200 nm width, and 
with long lifetime of luminescence (about 1 ms). Soon after, the same group 
demonstrated lasing Bi-doped optical fiber at 1146 nm and 1215 nm. The slope 
efficiencies, however were 10.2% and 14.3 %, respectively [78]. Razdobreev et al. [79] 
reported an efficient all-fiber Bi-doped laser, with a slope efficiency as high as 24% at 
1200 nm. Zhou et al. [80] realized a broadband and an efficient optical amplification 
covering the whole 1.2–1.6 µm region, from Bi-doped germanosilicate glasses. 
Broadband Bi-doped fiber lasers operating at wavelengths between 1150 and 1550 nm 
[81] with powers up to 20 W [82] and slope efficiencies of up to 30 % [83] have been 
reported. A mode-locked Bi-doped fiber laser with 900 fs pulses has also been 
demonstrated [84].   
2.6  Limitations of Bi-doped fibers 
One of the limitations of Bi-doped fiber lasers fabricated so far, is the inability to obtain 
lasing with doping concentration more than around 0.005 wt% [85]. This means that the 
fibers need to be on the order of 100 m in length, which causes problems of background 
loss and nonlinearities. Absorption tails near to lasing wavelength cause additional loss 
[86]. The presence of Bi-centers not involved in the lasing process could cause 
concentration quenching and absorption losses. The process of fiber drawing requires 
high temperatures, depleting the material from Bi species. Also, a gradient of Bi centers 
concentration across the diameter of the fiber and inhomogeneity of concentration along 
the fiber direction, both consequences of fiber drawing, negatively affect lasing and laser 
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beam quality.  
2.7   Summary 
Bi-doped NIR emitting glasses represent a great possibility for improvement in the field 
of NIR emitting materials, due to the luminescence region of Bi –doped glasses. The 
response to this possibility from the scientific community has been enormous and it has 
produced great experimental and theoretical work. At the same time, the wide research 
has raised a number of questions, most notably, about the nature of the emitting center. 
The answer to this question directly affects  the technological progress in the field of 
lasers and amplifiers operating in the NIR region of wavelengths.  The difficulty in 
answering this question derives from the ability of bismuth to easily form  Bi-emitting 
species in glass hosts, Bismuth is, as chemists call it, “ a wonder metal” that can easily 
form a variety of compounds. 
Nevertheless, not knowing the origin of NIR emission, has not hindered the progress in 
achieving laser action and amplification from Bi-doped fibers. However, there are 
difficulties in incorporating bismuth in fiber technology. These difficulties could be 
absent or avoided if efforts are extended from fibers to planar Bi-doped glass 
waveguides. This explains the partial undertaking of the work in this thesis.  
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                                                    Chapter III 
Synthesis and characterization of Bi-doped glass layers on silicon substrate. 
3.1 Introduction  
Chapter III reports on a novel method of synthesis of Bi,Al-modified SiO2-based glass 
layers on Si substrates via high temperature chemical reactions of Bi,Al – oxychloride-
sulfates mixture with substrate material while heating up to 1350 oC in air atmosphere.  
 Amorphous SiO2 layers on Si-wafers are widely used in metal-oxide semiconductor 
technology due to excellent thermodynamic stability of the Si/SiO2 interface. It is this 
stability of Si/SiO2 interface that promoted the idea of synthetizing Bi-doped silica glass 
on the surface of a mono-crystal silicon wafer, as a step toward fabrication of Bi doped 
silica based waveguide lasers and amplifiers.  
There are numerous techniques to make SiO2 films on Si-wafers. Some of the more 
popular are thermal oxidation [1], low pressure, photo-induced, plasma enhanced 
chemical vapor deposition [2], and sol-gel method [3]. Thermal oxidation is carried out at 
temperatures higher than 1150oC, while all other techniques utilize post growth heat 
treatment below 900oC.  
As an alternative to the abovementioned methods, the method reported in this chapter, 
presents a direct way of fabricating Bi doped silica based glass on silicon wafers. The 
main feature of this method is that the glass synthesis occurs at a temperature of 1350 0 C 
which is lower than the melting temperature of silicon , therefore the silicon wafer 
withstands the synthesis process without damage. Another important feature is that the 
resulting glass has unusually high Bi concentration ( over at.10%). 
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For the direct synthesis of Bi-doped silica glass layers on Si substrates, the heat treatment 
temperature is limited by silicon melting point (~1410oC) and actually did not exceed 
1350oC. The temperature of heat treatment is an important parameter that directly affects 
the type of Bi species that stabilize in the glass, and therefore the NIR luminescent 
properties of Bi-doped silica glasses.  Synthesis of bulk Bi-doped silica-based glasses by 
conventional melting technique is usually carried out at 1450-1700oC depending on 
melting properties of the initial ingredients. Bi-doped glasses that synthesized in this 
temperature range are characterized by pink or brown color and typical broadband NIR 
fluorescence. Even for lower melting temperature glasses, their fluorescence properties in 
NIR range do not appear unless, the glass material is heated above 1300oC and, the 
coloring appears in even higher temperatures [4,5].  
The glass layer produced by the method prescribed here characterized by high atomic Bi 
content (over 10 % atomic concentration) in the initial glass-forming ingredients, as well 
as, in synthetized glass (confirmed by subsequent EDX analysis of glass samples). This 
concentration is much higher than the concentration reported to suppress or completely 
eliminate fluorescence [6]. 
To confirm an existence of the low melting Bi-enriched glass compositions exhibiting 
NIR fluorescence in Bi2O3-Al2O3-SiO2 system and evaluate effect of specific synthesis 
conditions (Bi,Al-solution and silicon substrate as precursors) on glass formation,  a 
number of bulk glass samples with Bi-enriched compositions similar to the composition 
of glass layers on Si-substrates have been synthesized using traditional melting technique. 
The absorption/ fluorescence properties of these glasses are measured and compared to 
the properties of the glass layer. 
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3.2  Synthesis of Bi doped glass layer on Si substrate 
Synthesis of Bi,Al:SiO2 glass layers was carried out using solution of Bi2O3 and 
Al2(SO4)3 in HCl. Bi2O3 (0.7 g) was dissolved in 1.5 g of 37% chloric acid, HCl, under 
magnetic stirring at room temperature until transparent yellow color solution is formed. 
After that, 0.6 g of Al2(SO4)3 has been added under vigorous stirring until full 
dissolution. A few droplets of the solution were placed on a Si wafer and fast-dried on a 
hot plate at ~200° C.  White powder of apparently Bi,Al – oxychloride-sulfates mixture 
was formed on the surface of the Si-wafer after drying. The wafer was then placed in a 
muffle furnace and heated up to 1350°C for 2 hours. Thereafter, the furnace was turned 
off and the sample was removed and rapidly cooled to room temperature. The product of 
the high-temperature reaction (1350°C) between Bi,Al-precursor and silicon substrate is 
the pink color glass area formed on Si wafer (Fig. 3.1) measured under 680 nm and 800 
nm excitations. Absorption spectra were measured using Cary 500 spectrophotometer. 
Samples for absorption measurements were prepared by completely removing the Si 
substrate by grinding. The residual thin glass plate was then polished to good optical 
quality.  
The glass layer formed on Si-subtrate is crack-free and bubble free and there were no 
inclusions. The good optical quality of the  Bi-doped glass on silicon is important for 
practical purposes of glass film fabrication. Furthermore, the good absorption/emission 
properties of this glass layer, similar to those of Bi-doped NIR emitting glasses, make the 
idea of having a broadly NIR emitting material on single crystal silicon wafer, a near 
possibility. 
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Fig. 3.1. Bi-alumosilicate glass section formed on Si substrate 
 
3.3   Absorption and fluorescence properties of Bi-doped glass layer. 
Absorption spectrum of Bi doped aluminosilicate glass layer synthesized on top of silicon 
wafer is shown in the Fig.3.2. The absorption bands are typical for Bi-doped glasses. 
Absorption spectrum extends to the visible UV band wing with a few weak bands. 
Fluorescent emission for both excitations wavelengths, 680 and 800 nm, are shown in 
Fig.3.3 Fluorescence band measured under 680-nm excitation is blue shifted (center at 
1150 nm) and characterized by higher intensity compared with the spectrum measured 
under 800-nm excitation (center at 1250 nm). 
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Fig.3.2 Absorption spectra of The Bi-doped silica glass layer. The arrows are to guide the 
eye.  
 
Figure 3.3. Fluorescence of Bi-doped aluminosilicate glass layer at 680 and 800 nm 
excitations. 
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3.4   Analysis of glass composition on surface and cross-section areas 
Energy dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX) (Zeiss Supra 55 field emission scanning electron 
microscope (SEM)) analysis was used to determine the chemical composition of the 
glass. EDX analysis of glass material identified Bi, Al, Si, and O as main elements (C – 
coating material) (Fig.3.4). There is no residual Cl and S detected.  The relative elemental 
composition of the glass were calculated directly with EDX software using ``ZAF'' 
(atomic number, absorption, fluorescence) correction. The errors of the analysis varied 
for different elements but not exceeded 20% of the relative concentrations. Taking into 
account that only Bi, Al, Si, and O are the material forming elements, the glass 
composition normalized to Si may be approximated as Bi0.15-0.20Al0.3-0.4SiOx. EDX 
analysis of cross sectional area (cleaved plate) and glass surface showed the differences 
in bismuth and oxygen contents. The spectra shown in Fig 3.4. were chosen as mean data 
of at least 20 measurements taken in each area.  The internal material was found to have 
considerably higher Bi and lower O contents compare with surface area. This can be 
associated with diffusion processes and kinetics of Si oxidation at liquid-solid interface 
during glass formation. 
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Fig.3.4 SEM image of Bi-glass layer on Si substrate cross section and EDX data 
3.5 Analysis of phase formation during glass synthesis 
Crystalline phases formed in precursor at different temperatures starting from 200oC (hot 
plate) and up to 1350oC (muffle furnace) were identified using X-ray power diffraction, 
(XRD) technique. Samples of the material at different stages of glass synthesis , at 
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temperatures, 2000C, 10500C, 11500C, and 13500 C, were produced by repeating glass 
synthesis procedure up to the desired temperatures. The findings are presented in Fig. 3.5. 
As can be seen from Fig. 3.5., only BiOCl (PDF# 01-085-0861) was clearly identified at 
2000C. Unidentified reflection may be associated with sulfates. Further heating of the 
material up to 1150oC leads to formation of bismuth aluminum oxide Bi2Al4O9 (PDF# 
00-025-1048) as a main component plus unidentified phase. XRD pattern of sample 
heated up to 1350oC showed the broad band associating with amorphous phase and few 
peaks apparently belonging to Al2O3 (PDF# 00-076-0144). These results are consistent 
with the thermal and structural transformations occurring in mullite-Bi2O3 system where 
Al2O3 coexists with a liquid above 1000 oC in all compositions containing more than 5 
mol% Bi2O3 [7,8] . Liquid formation in Al2O3-Bi2O3 system at the temperature above 
1150oC seems to be a key factor in glass formation on a Si-substrate. Visual observation 
of the powder precursor on a Si substrate while heating the sample in a muffle furnace 
detected liquid formation above 1100oC. This liquid oxidizes and dissolves silicon and 
forms glass layer after solidification. Oxygen needing for silicon oxidation is to be taken 
from air atmosphere. Different oxygen contents in depth and on surface of the layer 
detected by EDX analysis seems to be associated with specific surface oxidation 
processes. To confirm an existence of the low melting Bi-enriched glass compositions 
exhibiting NIR fluorescence in Bi2O3-Al2O3-SiO2 system and evaluate effect of specific 
synthesis conditions (Bi,Al-solution and silicon substrate as precursors) on glass 
formation,  a number of bulk glass samples with Bi-enriched compositions similar to the 
composition of glass layers on Si-substrates have been synthesized using traditional 
melting technique. 
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Fig.3.5. XRD pattern of Bi,Al- precursor at different temperatures. 
               
 
3.6    Bulk glasses 
The maximum temperature of heat treatment was also limited by 1350oC. The goal of 
these experiments is an attempt to make similar glass material using different technique.  
Initial charge, glass forming ability, fluorescence properties are summarized in Table 3.1. 
	  	  	  -­‐	  	  BiOCl,	  	  	   	  -­‐	  	  Bi2Al4O,	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  x	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Bi/Al ratio was not changed (except sample 2) and kept similar to solution precursor. 
Good glass samples were formed for 1, 3 and 6 compositions when Bi/Si ratio in initial 
charge varied from 1:1 to 1:3. Increase of silicon oxide leads to increasing melting point 
of the resulting mixture. There is no melting or only partial melting occurred for the 
silicon enriched compositions 4 and 5 (Table 3.1). Excess of Al also increases melting 
point of the mixture (sample 2). 
 
Sample 
# 
Bi2O3  
mol 
Al2(SO4)3 
mol 
SiO2  
mol 
Bi:Si ratio 
Initial charge 
and (EDX 
data) 
Glass-forming     
     ability /color 
Fluoresc
ence 
1 0.3 0.35 1.2 1:2 (1:2.55) Good/light brown  Weak 
2 0.3 0.7 1.2 1:2   - Poor/light yellow No 
3 0.3 0.35 0.6 1:1 (1:1.70) Good/light yellow No 
4 0.3 0.35 2.4 1:4 (1:7) Partial melting/pink Strong  
5 0.3 0.35 3.0 1:5    - No melting/pink Low 
6 0.3 0.35 1.8 1:3 (1:3.7) Good /brown  Medium 
 
Table 3.1 Initial compositions and properties of bulk samples.  
Fluorescence spectra recorded under 680 nm excitation are shown in Fig.4.6. The 
intensity of fluorescence decreases with increasing of the Bi content. Relatively low 
fluorescence intensity of sample 5 with a maximum Bi:Si ratio might be caused by 
insufficiently high temperature of the synthesis (there is no melting observed for this 
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composition). The Bi/Si ratio differences in initial charge and resulting glass 
compositions (EDX data) may be explained by loss of Bi2O3 due to evaporation while 
samples are being heated up to 1350 oC. Composition of the samples 1 and 6 may be 
approximated as Bi0.3 Al 0.35Si 0.6-0.9Ox (initial charge) or Bi0.3 Al0.35Si 0.77-1.11Ox (EDX 
data) that are correlated with composition of glass layers synthesized on Si-substrates 
Bi0.15-0.20Al0.3-0.4SiOx. 
 
 
 
Fig.3.6.  Fluorescence spectra of Bi-alumosilicate glass samples of different compositions 
formed by traditional melt-quench technique, under 680 nm excitation. Numbering of 
graphs corresponds to numbering of samples in Table 3.1. 
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3.7  Summary of results 
Bi-enriched alumosilicate glass material exhibiting NIR fluorescence was synthesized as 
the result of high temperature chemical reactions between BiCl3-Al2(SO4)3-HCl mixture 
and Si substrate while heating up to 1350oC in air atmosphere.  Bi concentration in the 
material exceeded 10 at. %. The glass composition normalized to Si may be 
approximated as Bi0.15-0.20Al0.3-0.4SiOx. The Bi-enriched glass compositions formed on Si-
substrates exhibited fluorescence and absorption properties similar to that observed for 
silica glasses with low Bi concentration synthesized by traditional high temperature 
melting technique 
Bulk glass samples of similar compositions prepared by traditional melting technique 
also exhibited NIR fluorescence properties. The proposed synthesis technique can be 
exploited as a route to fabricate NIR optically active layers on single crystal Si substrates 
for waveguides applications.  
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                                                 CHAPTER IV          
                                            Planar waveguides 
 
4.1  Introduction 
Waveguides of any geometry have found wide application in integrated optics and in 
optical telecommunication industry as optical links , sensors, modulators, lasers and 
amplifiers.  An introduction to these fields of waveguide applications helps creating a 
perspective on the importance of research on waveguides.  
Integrated optics : The idea of high-rate transmission and processing of signals using 
optical beam rather than electrical currents or radio waves is older than the laser itself but 
it was with the invention of laser that a source of coherent light was available and that 
excited interest in the idea of optical communication. Laser light can propagate through 
air but its optical properties are subject to unavoidable and undesirable changes due to 
atmospheric variations in daily basis. Laser beam can also be manipulated for signal 
processing through a whole set of optical instruments such as lenses, prisms, mirrors, 
optical modulators or detectors which could occupy tens of square feet of laboratory 
space. While it is tolerable for research purposes, this system is not useful for practical 
applications. Free space optical communication using bulk optical component proved to 
be extremely difficult. In this context, Miller (1969) [1] presented a solution where 
optical component could be miniaturized in space and fit into a single substrate or chip, 
and optical communication between these components can be realized through slab 
planar waveguides. Miller adopted the term “integrated optics” due to the analogy of this 
idea to miniaturization of electrical components into a single chip in integrated electrical 
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circuits. Planar waveguides, as components on integrated optics devices, offer the 
obvious advantages of reduced weight and volume, easiness of alignment, as well as 
protection from any external interference. The first experimental planar waveguides were 
thick multimode slabs in which the light was coupled by focusing it at one polished end 
of the guiding slab [2,3]. Later, Tien et. al. developed the prism-film coupler [4] which 
enabled extinction of discrete modes in thin film waveguides and which launched the 
rapid development of integrated optics.  
Lasers and amplifiers: Use of waveguides (fibers or planar geometries) as lasers has 
been promoted due to advantages of a waveguide device over open space resonators. 
Total internal reflection at the waveguide boundaries confines the light so the light does 
not diverge. Therefore the pump cavity mode volume is much smaller and, the pump 
power required to reach lasing threshold is reduced compared to free-space resonators. 
First laser action in glass made use of a multimode fiber [5] where a RE-doped rod was 
encased in a cladding of lower refractive index, and the optical confinement of the 
waveguide was used to overcome the poor quality of the glass at that time. Modern 
optical communication networks use silica glass fibers with very low propagation losses 
(~0.1 dB/km).  Silica glass fibers can be designed to support a single spatial mode at the 
lasing wavelength for diffraction-limited output [6] and they can couple with high power 
diode pump laser to  provide over 100W output at diffraction limiting beam [7].  
 Planar waveguide lasers demonstrate greater advantages than optical fiber counterparts. 
In planar waveguide geometries, the benefits of light confinement in a guided-wave 
resonator can be combined with compatibility of their compact monolithic designs with 
the concepts of integrated optics [8-10]. Advantages of planar waveguides extend beyond 
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developments of low power integrated optics; the slab geometry has improved thermal 
properties over cylindrical optical fibers [11,12] suitable for higher power lasers. Also, 
planar waveguides can be well coupled with high-power diode-bar pump lasers with 
minimum or no intermediary optics to achieve pump delivery for compact laser systems 
suitable for high power operations [13]. In distinction to fibers, planar waveguides can be 
made using crystals with large nonlinear coefficients such as LiNbO3 [14-17] or high 
gain materials such as Nd:YAG [18-22]. In this thesis, multimode planar waveguide   
with Cr: doped calcium germanate single crystal is fabricated and off-on gain is 
demonstrated inviting attempts for further improvements on fabrication technology which 
will bring about higher quality and higher gain waveguides. First demonstration of laser 
action in RE doped thin films [23] triggered interest in planar waveguide lasers. Laser 
operation in planar waveguides fabricated in Ti-sapphire has been demonstrated [24-25]. 
Also, possibility of fabrication of fluroride crystals planar waveguides with lower phonon 
energies than ZBLAN fibers has been shown [13]. 
The field of waveguide research and technology is wide, with efforts being devoted into 
the area of integrated optics for telecommunication [26], sensors [27], high power lasers 
[28] and, amplifiers [29].  
 
4.1.1 Types of waveguides 
In general, waveguides can be classified into two main groups; metallic and dielectric 
waveguides. Metallic waveguides are useful for transmission of radiofrequency electrical 
waves. Co-axial cables are examples of metallic waveguides. Metallic waveguides are 
left out of this writing. 
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Dielectric waveguides are used for transmission and amplification of optical radiation. As 
such they find great use in integrated optical circuits and in local and long haul Optical 
Communication systems.  In terms of their geometry, optical waveguides are of 
cylindrical waveguides (optical fibers) or planar.  The planar waveguides could have slab 
geometry, or rectangular.  
In planar waveguides of slab geometry, the core-guiding layer is sandwiched between 
two other layers of lower index of refraction. The bottom layer is called the substrate and 
the top layer is called the superstrate or the cover. Air can also serve as the cover. All 
layers are considered to extend infinitely along the directions parallel to their interfaces.  
In strip or rectangular waveguides, the core is a strip of the layer confined by lower index 
cladding in two directions (its cross section is a rectangle) therefore confining light in 
both directions. The number of modes supported by rectangular waveguides is larger than 
the number of modes supported by slab waveguides since there is an extra dimension of 
light confinement.  Some geometrical structures of dielectric optical waveguides are 
shown in Fig. 4.1 
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 (e)  
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.1.    Various waveguide geometries where n1, n2, n3 are the indices of refraction of 
substrate, guiding core and, cladding respectively  and, n2>n1  and n2 > n3 (a) Optical 
fiber waveguide of cylindrical geometry, (b) Planar waveguide, (c) sandwich-type planar 
waveguide with cladding layer (d) Channel waveguide (e) Buried channel waveguide 
with cladding layer. 
Another way to classify planar waveguides considers the materials used for their 
fabrication.  
n1	  n2	  
n3	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a) Semiconductor waveguides: The materials used for making the waveguide are 
semiconductors, such as GaAs, InP , GaALAs.  
b) Electrooptic waveguides, with LiNbO3, LiTaO3, BaTiO3 as the most common 
materials used. LiNbO3 is widely used for making optical modulators. The change 
in index of refraction of the core layer is induced via Pockel effect through 
application of an external voltage. A common method of fabrication of an electro-
optic waveguide is diffusion of a metal like titanium, Ti, into , say, LiNbO3 
substrate to create a core layer. 
c) Glass waveguides : The most widely used glass material is silica, SiO2. SiON is 
also used. Two layers of silica are deposited on a silicon substrate, with the top 
silica layer being doped with germania converting it into a core layer. 
Photolitography is then used to etch patterns on the core layer. This method is 
referred to as silica on silicon technology and it produces uniform waveguides. 
The losses in such waveguides depend on the relative change of index of 
refraction between core and cladding, Δ= (n1-n2)/n1. Losses are low for small 
values of Δ. As an example, Δ=0.45% produces ~ 0.017 dB/cm propagation losses 
whereas a Δ= 2% yields ~0.1 dB/cm loss.  
The photosensitivity of germania –doped silica is exploited to enhance the index 
 of refraction of regions of this layer by exposing them to a UV laser. This process 
 is called laser-writing of waveguides.  
d) Polymer waveguides:  Polymer waveguides use polymer films, such as 
      halogenated acrylate,fluorinated polymiate, and polymethylmethacrylate 
      (PMMA), spin-coated on top of silicon, glass, quartz or plastic. Photoresist 
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      layer on top of core layer can be used to allow reactive ion etching. 
 
4.2  Basic Ray-Optic theory of guided optical wave in planar waveguides 
Light can be confined in a medium, in one or more dimensions, while propagation in a 
certain direction, if the medium of light propagation is surrounded by media of lower 
indices of refraction. In this case, it is possible that light be “trapped” inside the medium 
of lower index of refraction , via total internal reflection.  
The total internal reflection of light is consequence of Snell’s law of refraction ( circa 
1620) ;  
                   Eq. 4.2.1             ni sin(θi)=nr sin(θr)   
 
where  θi, and θr, are the incidence and refracted angles that the beam of light makes with 
the direction normal to the boundary between the media, and ni, nr, are the indices of 
refraction of incident and refracted media. When ni > nr, then θi < θr, with light bending 
away from the normal direction to the interface. With increasing θi,  θr increases even 
faster, reaching 90° value when θi reaches a critical value θc < 90°. From Snell’s law (eq. 
1), with θr=90°, the value of this critical angle is; 
                     Eq.4.2. 2               θc = sin-1(nr ⁄ ni) 
 
For θi=θc the refracted angle θr= 90° ( the refracted beam “slides” along the boundary). 
For θi>θc, the light will totally reflect into the incident medium (Fig.4.2).  
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Fig.4.2. Refraction of light at the boundary between media with indices of refraction ni, 
and nr, for angle of incidence θi<θc (left), θi=θc (middle), and for θi>θc (right).  
 
When light passes through a medium that is surrounded by media of lower index of 
refraction then the light either penetrates to the surrounding medium or reflects back, by 
total reflection phenomena, to the original medium, depending on the angle that the ray is 
incident to the interface. For geometries of the media with  certain symmetry, there are 
angles of incidence that allow total reflection in interfaces with all surrounding media , 
forcing the light to be confined in the medium of higher index of refraction while it 
propagates. The confining medium is usually referred to as “the core”, and the 
surrounding media is known as “the cladding”.  
Specifically, for planar waveguides of the slab geometry, the core is a plane layer of a 
certain thickness and infinite in planar dimensions. The cladding layers are also infinite 
along the plane of the interface and semi-infinite in perpendicular direction, or, in other 
words, infinitely thick. The infinite or semi-infinite dimensions here, are simple  
assumptions in order to focus the mathematical analysis in only one dimensions. Such 
assumptions, form a basis for analysis for practical waveguides with rectangular cross-
sections . This is the reasons that many authors have theoretically treated  infinite planar 
Θi=θc	   Θi>θc	  
nr 
ni	  ,	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Θi<θc	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waveguides [30-36]. The optic-ray approach taken in this section, gives a qualitative 
description of waveguiding phenomena and of the discrete nature of the modes that 
comes from constructive interference requirement. 
Let us consider a three-layer symmetric waveguide with core index of refraction n2, and 
substrate/cover index of refraction, n1 ( Fig. 4.2), and a ray of  plane wave of vacuum 
wavelength λ0, ( angular frequency ω)  making and incidence angle θ (θ> θc). The light 
will undergo total internal reflections at both planes and the path of light will form a zig-
zag shape . The wave-vector, k, has a magnitude of, 
                        Eq. 4.2.3         |k|=2πn2 /λ0  
and lies in the ray’s direction. The velocity, vz, of light-propagation in the z-direction is 
then , 
                        Eq. 4.2.4                 vz=(c/n2) sin(θ) 
c-speed of light in vacuum. 
The optical energy of light, besides bouncing back and forth between the interfaces, also 
propagates in the z-direction with travel rate vz. or with a propagation constant , β, such 
that, 
                     Eq. 4.2.5               β = ω/vz = ω/ [(c/n2) sin(θ)] = |k|sin (θ)=kz  
The other components of k, kx, is the rate of travel in the x direction, and ky=0.  
The total internal reflection ,alone, is not sufficient for wave-guiding. Since the light 
undergoes multiple reflections at the interfaces between media, there will be interference 
between reflected waves. In order that the light travelling in a waveguide maintain its 
optical energy from depleting through destructive interference, it is necessary that the 
wave is self-sustained.  A self-sustained guided wave requires constructive interference 
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between consecutively reflected waves as illustrated in Fig. 4.3 for a symmetric planar 
waveguide. Another way of stating this is that the x-component of the wave will form 
standing waves in the x-direction. The standing wave pattern, for a fixed λ0, has a steady, 
time-independent distribution of amplitudes ( equivalently of optical energy) in the x-
direction. The EM field is characterized by two oscillating vectors; electric field, E, and 
magnetic field H. Vectors E, H, and k are mutually perpendicular. In the illustration of 
fig. 4.3,  the planes (E , H), are indicated by the dashed line. These are the in-phase 
planes where the wave vectors at all points of such planes oscillate in phase. The 
intersection of phase plane with the waveguide boundary plane, in fig. 4.3, is a line 
parallel to the y-axis. 
Any wave can be decomposed into two components with perpendicular polarizations; one 
of them can be taken with |E| = Ey (hence Hy=0) and |H|=Hy (hence Ey=0). The former is 
the transverse electric polarization (TE) and the latter is the  transverse magnetic (TM) 
polarization. 
The condition of constructive interference is ,   
                 Eq. 4.2.6    2kd cos (θm) -2φr=2πm  ,   m=0,1,2… . 
Where, 2kd sin (θm) is phase shift due to geometrical path difference between the rays,  φr 
is the phase shift at the dielectric boundary, which, for TE polarization is given by, 
  
                  Eq.  4.2.7      tan(φr/2)TE = (cos2θc/ cos2θ-1)1/2  
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x 
 
z 
y 
Fig  4.3. Double total internal reflection at parallel interfaces between core (index of 
refraction n2) and cladding layers (index of refraction n1).  The reflected waves must be  
phase-matched for a sustained guided wave.  
Substituting Eq.4.2.7 into Eq. 2.2.6  yields a transcendental equation,  
              Eq. 4.2.8       tan [π (n2d/λ0)cosθ –mπ/2] = (cos2θc/ cos2θ-1) 1/2 
 
Equation 4.2.8 expresses the self-consistency condition of a guided wave. This equation 
can be solved by numerical methods or by graphing both sides of the equation versus 
cosθ . The left hand side of eq. 4.2.8 is a family of periodic tangent or cotangent 
functions, with period π/[π(n2d/λ0)] =λ0/(n2d). Therefore the horizontal spacing between 
curves is just half of the period, λ0/(2n2d). The right hand side is a monotonic decreasing 
function. The points of intersection of both graphs give mode solutions , cosθm , or the 
bouncing angles θm. . These angles θm, or m, designate the modes sustained in the 
waveguide. In adition to index m, the modes are distinguished by their polarization. The 
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above analysis was made for TE modes. Going over the same steps we can deduce the 
TM modes by considering the phase shift at dielectric boundary for TM polarization , 
instead of TE polarization. The phase shift at the boundary between two dielectrics n1 and 
n2, for TM polarization is given by, 
 
        Eq. 4.2.9         tan(φr/2)TM = (sin2θ-sin2θc)1/2 ⁄(cosθ sin2θc)=(1/ sin2θc) tan(φr/2)TE 
 
which, when combined with eq. 4.2.6 yields the self-consistency equation for TM 
polarization,  
          Eq. 4.2.10         tan [π (n2d/λ0)cosθ –mπ/2] =(cos2θ-sin2θc)1/2 ⁄(sinθ sin2θc) 
Solution of the self-sustained  equation, (Eq.4.2.10) for TM modes can be obtained in a 
similar way as it was proceeded for solving the self-sustained equation 4.2.8 for the TE 
modes. 
Each solution cosθm, correspond to a travelling wave in the guided direction with 
propagation constant , 
        Eq. 4.2.11              βm = n2 (2π/λ0 ) sinθm    
 
The constant of propagation, βm, is a discrete set of values. In addition, this set is limited. 
It can be seen, that the right hand side of either eq. 4.2.8 or 4.2. 10 vanish for θ= θc, and 
from the graphs it can be seen that solutions cosθm, are less then cosθc, which is also 
equivalent to θm >θc which is the condition for total internal reflection. 
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Fig. 4.4.  Schematic graphical Both sides of transcendent equation 4.2.8 are plotted 
versus cosθ . The circles indicate solutions to the equation yielding mode angles θm .  
 
The total number of  TE modes sustained by the wavegude, at λ0, M,  is then, 
 
                Eq. 4.2.12       M=[( d/λ0)√(n22-n12)]  
 
where [ ] symbol denotes that the expression inside it is increased to the nearest integer. 
The total number of modes for bot TE and TM modes is then, 
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                 Eq. 4.2.13       M=[( 2d/λ0)(n22-n12)1/2 ] =[(2d/λ0)NA]  
 
Where NA= (n22-n12)1/2 is called numerical aperture.  The NA denotes the maximum 
angle of  incidence, φmax of a ray input to the waveguide core  with respect to the 
waveguide axis as shown in Fig. 4.5.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Fig. 4.5  The path of the input ray as it enters the core of the waveguide at angle φ, at nair 
/n2 boundary and then reflects at n2 /n1 boundary at angle θ.  
 
Applying Snell’s law ( Eq. 4.2.1) in the air /waveguide core interface ( with nair=1) for an 
arbitrary angle of incidence φ,  we get, 
 
                 Eq. 4.2.14     sin φ=n2sin(90-θ)= n2cosθ=n2( 1-sin2θ)1/2 
 
φ	   	  	  	  n2	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  90-­‐θ	   θ	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For total internal reflection inside the waveguide, in the core/cladding interface the angle 
θ>θc , which yields , 
 
          Eq. 4.2.15   sin φ < sin φmax= n2sin(90-θc) = n2cosθc = n2( 1-sin2θc)1/2  
                                                       =n2 (1-n12/n22)1/2 = (n22-n12)1/2 =NA 
The numerical aperture determines the acceptance angle φmax, and, together with the size 
(thickness, d) of waveguide they determine the number of modes ( eq. 4.2. 13) for a given 
wavelength. The numerical aperture also determines how well-confined the radiation 
field of a certain mode is in the waveguide. A propagating wave, propagates in the 
waveguide core region as well as in the clad region but the field distribution in the core is 
different from that in cladding region. To see this, the next section gives the wave theory 
approach to the guided wave. 
 
4.3 Basic wave-theory approach to the guided wave 
The field distribution in a planar waveguide can be obtained by solving Maxwell’s 
equations for the EM field with boundary conditions. The boundaries are the interface 
between regions with index of refraction.  Assume a plane wave defined in x-z plane 
(with no y-dependence) propagating on the symmetric slab waveguide of Fig. 4.6.  
 
Fig.4.6  Schematic model of a symmetric slab waveguide in x-z plane. The darker region 
is the waveguiding medium with higher index of refraction (n2>n1) 
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The Maxwell’s equations (Eqs 4.3.1-4.3.4), are, 
Eq.4.3.1              
 
Eq.4.3.2               
 
 
Eq.4.3.3_                 
 
 
Eq.4.3.4                    
 
 
where    is the magnetic induction and  is the electric displaceent vector,      is  the  
electric current density,  ρν is the free charge density, ε and µ are the dielectric constant 
and magnetic permeability of the medium.  
For dielectric media with no free charge and no currents , and , taking the curl of Eq. 2 , 
the homogeneous wave equation results,  
 
   Eq. 4.3.5                
 
The waveguide is homogeneous along z-axis therefore the solutions to the wave equation, 
Eq.4.3.5, can be taken to be of the form, 
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Eq. 4.3.6                         
 
Plugging this solution into differential equation, eq.4.3.5, and cancelling out the time-
dependent part, yields,  
  
Eq. 4.3.7                         
 
where ni stands for n1 or n2, depending on the region along x. 
 
Eq. 4.3.7 is a constant variable equation. Its solution depends on the region along x 
direction since ni=n1 for |x|>d/2,  and ni=n2 for |x|<d/2. The solutions are,  
 
                               
                Eq. 4.3.8          
                                      
Where                                       Eq. 4.3.9 
 and,                                                  Eq.4.3.10 
 
Inside the guiding region, (|x|< d/2) the solutions are oscillatory , sine and cosine waves. 
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phase of oscillations depends only on z in the form exp(-jβz). This transverse distribution 
propagates along z direction with  propagation constant βm. The transverse distribution 
remains unchanged along z, so a single mode propagating through waveguide is 
diffractionless.  
 
Outside the core (|x|> d/2) , the amplitude of the wave decreases exponentially with 
perpendicular distance from the boundary. These are called evanescent waves, and they 
take optical energy out of the core.  
The constants A, B, C, D are related by imposing the boundary conditions at x=|d/2|. The 
boundary conditions are the requirements that the fields. E and H, are continous at the 
boundaries. It is better , to consider the polarizations separately. 
 
4.3.1   TE modes 
For TE polarization, the boundary conditions are that |E|=Ey and  that the tangetial 
component of H,  Hz =(j/ωµ)(ϑEy ⁄ϑx) are are continous at |x|= d/2, the mathematical 
analysis yields the equation for TE modes, 
 
Eq. 4.3.11                for symmetric modes ( E(x)=E(-x)), and, 
 
Eq.4.3.12              for antisymmetric modes  
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Equations Eq4.3.11 and Eq.4.3.12 are equivalent to equation Eq. 4.2.8 .  
 
4.3.2   TM modes  
The boundary conditions for TM modes is that Hy and ϑHy/ϑx be continuous across the 
boundary. By matching Hy and ϑHy/ϑx at x=d/2 and x=-d/2 we get, in a similar way as in 
TE modes,  
      
Eq. 4.3.13                  and 
 
Eq.4.3.14                  
 
which are equivalent to equation Eq. 4.2.10 . 
 
What comes out from the wave optic approach is the distribution of fields. For TE 
polarization, a graphical view of electric field distribution of some of the modes is given 
in Fig. 4.7  The mode, m=o is an example of symmetric TE mode and m=1, of an 
asymmetric TE mode.  
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Fig.4.7. Schematic view of fundamental mode m=0 and first mode, m=1, for TE 
polarization in a symmetric waveguide. 
 
4.3.3   Cut-off wavelength for a given mode 
Equation 4.2.12 for TE polarization gives a cut-off condition for a given mode. For a TEm 
mode to exist the mode number m, must be less then M, or put differently,  
 
       Eq. 4.3.14            m<[( d/λ0)√(n22-n12)]=(d/λ0) NA  
 
This condition can be written as, 
    
       Eq.4.3.15               λ0< (d/m) NA  
 
So (d/m) NA determines the longest λ, for wich a certain TE mode m, ceases to exist. 
Similar analysis for a TM mode is valid. It is noteworthy to mention that Eq.4.3.5 works 
for m≠0. The fundamental mode always exists for any wavelength. 
 
 
38 3 Theory of Optical Waveguides
or, if n2 >> n1, it is given by
∆n = (n2 − n1) > m
2
s λ
2
0
4t2g (n2)
, ms = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... (3.27)
3.1.3 The Asymmetric Waveguide
Another important special case of the three-layer planar waveguide is the asym-
metric waveguide, in which n3 >> n1. Of course, n2 must still be greater than n3
if waveguiding is to occur. The asymmetric waveguide is often found, for exam-
ple, in optical integrated circuits in which a thin film waveguide is deposited or
otherwise formed on a substrate of somewhat smaller index, while the top surface
of the waveguiding layer is either left open to the air or, perhaps, coated with a
metal layer electrode. It is possible to derive for the case of the asymmetric guide an
approximate closed form expression for the cutoff condition by using a geometrical
argument comparing it to the symmetric guide [3].
Consider an asymmetric waveguide, as shown in Fig. 3.2, that has a thickness tg
equal to half the thickness of a corresponding symmetric waveguide. The two lowest
order TE modes of the symmetric guide (ms = 0, 1) and of the asymmetric guide
(ma = 0, 1) are both shown in the figure. Note that, for well-confined modes, the
lower half of the (ms = 1) mode of the symmetric guide corresponds closely to the
(ma = 0) mode of the asymmetric guide of half thickness. This fact can be used as a
mathematical device to permit one to obtain a closed form expression for the cutoff
condition in the case of the asymmetric waveguide.
Fig. 3.2 Diagram of the
modes in symmetric and
asymmetric planar
waveguides
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4.3.4  Mode confinement 
From Fig. 4.5 we see that the higher number mode corresponds to higher cos θm, or 
smaller sin θm, which means smaller β by virtue of equation Eq.4.2.5 and .per 
consequence, smaller q ,  (eq. 4.3.10) . By virtue of equation Eq.4.3.8 the value of electric 
field at the boundary , given by,  
 
      Eq.4.3.16         Em(d/2)= Cexp(-qd/2) 
 
will be higher and,  the evanescent wave connected to mode m, would die out more 
slowly with x. This means that for higher modes, radiation power,  leaking out of the core 
to the substrate  is higher then of the lower modes. Lower order modes then, are said to 
be more confined to the waveguiding medium than the higher order modes. 
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                                                   Chapter V    
Fabrication of planar Bi-doped germanosilicate glass and of Cr-doped Ca2GeO4 
waveguides. 
 
In chapter V, a brief overview of most common waveguide fabrication techniques for 
different kind of waveguides, that were presented in section 4.1.2, is given. The method 
of fabrication of Cr-doped Ca2GeO4 crystal and, of Bi-doped germane-silicate glass, used 
in this work, is described. The weaknesses of the method in terms of fabrication 
difficulties and suitability (or absence of it) for mass production are discussed. The 
waveguides dimensions and the relevant parameters of the waveguides are given.  
 
5.1 Overview of different fabrication techniques for dielectric planar waveguides 
 The main requirement for any optical waveguide is  having spatial  changes of index of 
refraction. Therefore to produce a waveguide is to accomplish this task: creating regions 
of different indices of refraction in accordance with the geometrical nature of the 
waveguide intended. For planar waveguides this translates into creating change  of index 
of refractions in layers. Researchers and engineers have been very resourceful in finding 
ways to realize this task and numerous techniques of waveguide fabrication have been 
demonstrated. The task of detailed description of these techniques is out of the scope of 
this writing. 
However, it is useful to shed some light on the development of waveguide manufacturing 
and overview some of the most common techniques used, in an attempt to bring out the 
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uniqueness of the method used in this work and to consider alternatives to the method 
used here in furthering the work of this thesis in the future.   
There are numerous techniques of fabrication of waveguides appropriate for the type of 
waveguide. One of the most earliest method is deposition of thin films by sputtering [1-
5], depositions from solutions such as spin-coating, dip-coating, casting [6], or rf 
discharge polymerization of organic chemical monomers [7]. The deposition methods 
however fail to produced layers of crystalline materials , such as semiconductors or 
ferroelectrics like LiNbO3 or LiTaO3. To achieve this, different approaches are followed, 
that are based on disrupting the crystalline structure in or on crystalline materials to 
create changes of refractive index on certain regions.  These methods are based on 
substitutional dopant atoms techniques such as diffused dopants [8-11], ion 
implantation[12], ion exchange and migration[13-15].  
For fabrication of semiconductor waveguides the methods used are based on reduction of 
free carriers. In a semiconductor the presence of free carriers lowers the index of 
refraction compared to the completely carrier-depleted sample of material. Therefore 
removal or reduction of carrier concentrations in certain regions of the material increases 
the index of refraction of these regions. A method based on this approach is proton 
bombardment and it is used for semiconductor waveguides in GaAs and GaP [16-18].  
Electro-optic waveguides on GaAs or GaAlAs are fabricated based on the electro-optic 
effect which is change of index of refraction in the presence of electric field.  
 
Oxidation of silicon by heating or thermal oxidation is another method for fabrication of 
waveguides on silicon substrates , with great benefit to couple the silicon integrated 
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optical circuits (OIC) to optical interconnects. This method produces good uniformity 
silica, SiO2 films on top of silicon substrates that can grow to several microns without 
cracking.  
Epitaxial growth is the most versatile method used for fabrication of waveguides in a 
monolithic OIC formed on a semiconductor substrate. The chemical composition of an 
epitaxially grown layer can be chosen to adjust the index of refraction and the wavelength 
of transparency of the waveguide. This is of great importance in monolithic OIC’s on a 
semiconductor substrate where bangap energies of various components of the circuit 
must be altered in order to allow for transparency of waveguides and efficiency of a 
detector towards the light of an emitter , all these components being built on same 
substrate.  
Channel waveguides can be formed directly on a planar substrate by an index 
modification process combined with photolithographic masking. Chemical etching,UV 
irradiation of a planar waveguide, and, layer masked ion implantation are all methods to 
fabricate channel waveguides.  
A moderate description of only some of the methods is given below, since the waveguide 
fabrication methodology is extremely wide to be detailed in this writing.  
(a)  Ion beam implantation 
Fabrication of early lasing waveguides [19] used ion beam implantation technique. This 
technique consists on firing a beam of accelerated ions at a bulk piece of material. The 
impact of colliding ions creates disorder of atomic nuclei of the material causing changes 
on the index of refraction. The “stopping region”, below the surface could have a positive 
or negative change of the refractive index, depending on the material used. Garnet 
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[19,20], glasses [21] , and LiNbO3 [22] are some of the materials on which this technique 
was used to produce waveguides. The downside of this method is that waveguide losses 
are found to be around 1 -2 dB/cm which seriously compromises the efficiency of such 
devices. 
(b) Indiffusion 
Indiffusion is a waveguide fabrication method that consist on diffusing metal ions into 
substrate material in order to change the index of refraction of top layer. Initially, metal 
ions are evaporated into the surface of the substrate then diffused into substrate by high 
temperature treatment. Waveguides fabricated this way include titanium diffused into 
sapphire [23] and rare earth ions and titanium diffused into LiNbO3 [24,25] The 
advantage of these waveguides is that they are low loss but LiNbO3 material is not 
suitable for high power operation since high pump intensity causes damage to the crystal. 
 
 (c)   Ion exchange/ proton exchange 
Ion exchange method is used to produce low loss waveguides [26]. Proton exchange into 
LiNbO3 and LitaO3 [27] is used extensively to fabricate low loss  waveguides where the 
losses can go as low as 0.1 dB/cm [28]. These methods are not applicable to a large 
variety of laser hosts.  
 (d) Epitaxial methods 
These methods are favored when the higher index layer is grown on top of lower index 
substrate. Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) involves evaporating sources of atoms or 
molecules to create monolayers. It is used for semiconductor layers or quantum well 
devices . It is also used to grow dielectric crystal waveguides [29] although with losses of 
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around 1dB/cm. On the other hand Liquid Phase Epitaxy (LPE) has produced very low 
loss (~ 0.05 dB/cm) rare earth waveguides [30].  LPE consists on dipping a wafer of a 
crystalline substrate into a melt containing different oxides, among them rare earth 
dopants. The temperature of the melt is reduced below saturation temperature to 
condense the compounds of the melt to form the garnet layer on top the wafer. The wafer 
itself acts as a crystal seed so the epitaxial layer grows with the same structure as the 
substrate. Nd-, Yb-, Tm-, and Er-doped YAG have been grown in YAG substrate [ 30-
33] producing very high quality and low loss waveguides. The mismatch between grown 
layer and substrate is required to be small and that has limited number of combinations 
layer/substrate, excluding some combinations that give high index difference therefore 
this method does not produce high numerical aperture (NA) waveguides.  
(e) Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) 
PLD is a method of growing films on a substrate by using high power lasers in a vacuum 
chamber that hit a target material , evaporating its surface. The resulting plasma impinges 
on the surface of the substrate forming a layer. This low cost , easy to use method has 
produced a number of waveguides [34,35] and can be used to grow layers from a variety 
of materials. However, to grow good crystalline films, the substrate and deposited layer 
must have similar lattice structure and lattice constant. As in the case of LPE, this limit 
the choice of materials sacrificing the high numerical apertures of grown waveguides.  
 
(f) Direct bonding  
Direct bonding consists on bringing the surfaces to be bonded in contact to each-other 
where Van der Waals forces “snap” surfaces together. The surfaces must be chemically 
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and physically clean with roughness of surface not to exceed a few microns. The bond 
can be strengthen by heating the materials at  temperatures that are low enough so that 
diffusion processes do not take place. The layers to be bonded this way can be of any 
material therefore widening the choice of materials allowing for high NA waveguides. 
Waveguides with NA’s that range from 0.6 (ND:YAG/YAG) to 0.8 (ND:YAG/glass) are 
fabricated with this method [36]. Nevertheless, there might be one restriction; the 
materials to be bonded must have similar thermal expansion coefficients should heat be 
part of bonding process or thermal load be part of device operation in any way. Apart 
from this condition, there is no restriction on choice of materials to be bonded. In direct 
bonding, the surfaces bonded together do not alter or affect the properties of each other so 
that the fluorescence properties of bonded surfaces are similar to those of their 
corresponding bulk materials [37]. Besides the ability to produce waveguides of high 
numerical apertures, this technique can bond together very dissimilar materials as in the 
case of YAG crystalline laser host bonded to a glassy substrate [36]. The bond, in direct 
bonded materials, is very strong to allow for further mechanical thinning of the active 
layer by polishing, and a buried structure can be fabricated by a second bonding step.  
 
5.2 Method of fabrication of  Bi-doped germanosilicate glass and of Cr-doped 
Ca2GeO4 monocrystal   planar waveguides. 
The method that is described in this section was used to fabricate two waveguides that 
differ at the active core layer used; Bi-doped germane-silicate glass and Cr-doped 
Ca2GeO4 single crystal. The synthesis methods for each bulk sample are discussed 
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separately, while the mechanical process of waveguide fabrication is in common for both 
and is discussed once.  
 
           5.2.1 Synthesis and photospectrometry of Bi-doped germanosilicate bulk and 
thin layer glass . 
Bulk Bi doped glass was prepared by conventional melting-quenching technique. The 
initial ingredients were chosen to be Bi2O3, GeO2, SiO2, and AlF3 . A batch of 30 gram of 
mixture is prepared using the following amounts; 
 
            Bi2O3 = 0.744 gr 
            GeO2 = 23.775 gr 
            SiO2 =4.545 gr  
            AlF3 = 1.0725g 
 
which yields an atomic ratio at initial charge as Bi:Ge:Si:Al=1:71.25: 23.75:4 
The mixture is grinded in a mortar to a fine powder in the presence of ethanol to facilitate 
homogeneity of mixture. The powdery mixture was melted in a muffle furnace at 15500 C 
in alumina crucible, for two hours followed by rapid cooling to quench to glass. 
Annealing at 8000C was done for the glass to release thermal stresses. The bulk glass was 
in dark cherry color and bubble-free and inclusion-free that renders it of  high optical 
quality. Absorption spectrum is measured using Cary 500 spectrophotometer. The 
fluorescence measurement, were done on the bulk glass as well as in a thin film Bi doped 
germanate glass. The absorption spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.1., where the absorption 
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bands at around 700 nm and 800 nm are pointed out, and these bands are used for 
pumping in fluorescence measurements.   
 
 
 
        Fig.5.1.  Absroption spectra of  Bi-doped germanosilicate glass  
 
To investigate any difference between fluorescence properties of bulk glass and those of 
a thin layer glass , the fluorescence of both bulk and layer were measured. A thin layer of 
Bi-doped germanate glass was produced on top of a silicon wafer by the following 
procedure: 
A 400 micron thick slice of glass ,cut from bulk piece, was placed on top of a silicon 
wafer and melted in a muffler furnace at 1350 0 C, followed by rapid cooling to quench to 
glass. The glass formed was in a droplet shape and, stuck well to the silicon wafer. The 
sample (silicon wafer +glass droplet) was placed in vertical position in a homemade 
alumina holder and re-melted at 13500 C in a muffle furnace. Since the sample was in 
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vertical position, the melt slid down the wafer surface forming a layer that covered most 
of the wafer surface. A glass layer was formed after rapid cooling. The glass layer was 
homogeneous and of same good optical quality as the bulk glass. The glass layer clung so 
well to the silicon wafer that it withstood subsequent thinning by polishing machine. The 
sample was thinned to about 100 µ and polished. The fluorescence measurements on this 
thin glass layer were taken and are shown in Fig.5.2. The fluorescence of thin layer glass 
is identical to the bulk glass but much less intense.  
 
Fig.5.2  Fluorescence spectra of Bi-doped germanosilicate thin glass layer. The bulk glass 
spectra are identical but at much higher intensity and are not shown. 
  
5.2.2  Growth of Cr-doped Ca2GeO4 single crystal.  
The Cr:Ca2GeO4 single crystal were previously grown at CCNY facilities and are 
reported in previous literature[38]. The method used to grow this crystal is the pulling 
crystal growth technique and it was realized in a standard Czochralski crystal growth 
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facility. Ca2GeO4 crystals grown by this technique from CaF2 based high-temperature 
solution are shown in Fig. 5.3.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5.3. Ca2GeO4 crystals grown by Chochralski technique from CaF2 based  high-
temperature solution (green – Cr4+-doped, colorless-undoped). 
 
5.2.3 Planar waveguide(s) fabrication method  
The procedure of waveguide fabrication for both waveguide structures prepared is the 
same for both core materials, used in this work; Bi-doped germanosilicate glass and Cr-
doped Ca2GeO4 single crystal. Therefore, in the description below, the word “core 
material” refers to any of the bulk materials mentioned. Any difference related to type of 
material is mentioned in due instance. The fabrication procedure goes through the 
following steps: 
A) Preparation of active core layers: The thin planar core layers were prepared by  
cutting 1cm x1cmx 500µ  slices with parallel faces, from bulk materials (Bi-doped 
germanosilicate glass and Cr-doped Ca2GeO4 single crystal). The Ca2GeO4 single crystal 
layer was cut along {0,1,0} face of the crystal, whereas there is no such precaution for the 
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glass material. The sliced is thinned and polished to high “optical smoothness” in a 
polishing machine using these sub-steps:     
A1) One of the parallel faces was first finely polished to high optical quality while  
the sample is still relatively thick  (about 500 µ) so it could be handled easily for the next 
steps.     
           A2) The sample is thinned to the minimum possible thickness by grinding its yet  
unpolished face using 20 µm diameter aluminum oxide powder. Once the minimum 
thickness was reached the unpolished face was then  polished to high optical quality 
using diamond oil (0.1 µm diamond particle size) resulting in 50 µ (crystal) and 40 µ 
(glass).              
            A3) Sample is then removed very carefully from the polisher and cleaned using 
acetone and ethanol alternatively several times. At this stage of the process , it became 
extremely difficult to handle the sample physically since it is very fragile. This is the 
reason of short (a few mm) longitudinal dimension of the final product. 
B) Fabrication of cladding  
A polymer, poly(methylmethacrylate) (PMMA), was chosen as the cladding material for 
the waveguide. PMMA ‘s index of refraction is very close to that of  any silica based 
glass which is widely used in optical communication , specifically on integrated optics 
active or passive elements.  
PMMA solution was prepared by diluting PMMA powder in toluene at 20% mass 
concentration.  The polished slices were dip-coated once in    liquid PMMA .  Precaution 
was taken that samples be very polished before dip-coating so no dust particle was 
trapped in the PMMA-sample interface.  The thin PMMA coating solidifed by heat 
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treatment ramping the temperature  up to 200 ° C (10° C/ hour) and keeping at 2000 C 
overnight . Optical microscopy verified that the solidified layer of PMMA on both faces 
of the slices was crack-free and bubble-free. The PMMA layer serves as the cladding of 
the waveguide. Its index of refraction is 1.482 in 1-1.5 µ range [39] . Pieces of clean glass 
were added over each of the cladding layers on both faces of the slice, using additional 
PMMA as adhesive. The two glass layers are to protect the sample and to facilitate 
further cutting and polishing. The samples were cut across all layers in a quadrilateral 
shape with at least two parallel faces. The parallel faces are polished using diamond oil to 
high optical quality. These two faces are perpendicular with the direction of the guided 
wave. A third face, along the guided wave propagation direction, was polished as well to 
allow for possible side-pumping. Photographic images of the actual finished samples are 
given in Fig 5.4.  
5.3     Discussion 
 The drawback of the  method described in this chapter is that it is unsuitable for mass 
production and barely tolerable ,at best, for practical laboratory purposes. It is unlikely 
efficient as it is time and labor consuming. It, also, has a low chance of success as the 
technique of fabrication of the core layer is very accident-prone.  
What is relevant here is the fact that the end product of this method is a legit waveguide 
structure that enabled the conduction of experiments on them, which demonstrated on-off 
gain. This modest result demonstrates the feasibility of application of such waveguide 
structures as optical amplifiers in NIR range for optical communication purposes. Further 
improvements on the waveguide structure are expected if this method is replaced by more 
efficient methods, such as LPE that can create homogenous thin doped calcium 
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germanate single crystal layers on undoped calcium germanate single crystal, with 
minimum mismatch of lattice structure. 
 
(a)                                                                  (b) 
 
 
 
(c)  
Fig.5.4 Front facet of the (a) Cr4+: Ca2GeO4 waveguide, (b) Bi-doped germanosilicate  
glass waveguide. (c ) Both waveguide structures in the same shot. The thin green line is 
the less than 50µ thin active layer of (a) and the brown thin line 40 µ thin active layer of 
(b). 
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                                       Chapter VI 
Optical gain measurement on Cr-doped Ca2GeO4 waveguide and results 
 
In  chapter VI, the Cr4+ ion in olivine crystal structure, being the center responsible for 
NIR signal amplification from the Cr-doped Ca2GeO4 guiding core of the waveguide 
presented here, is briefly discussed and its absorption/ fluorescence properties are 
presented. The experimental setup for measuring amplification of signal with wavelength 
in NIR ranges 1420-1510 nm is described. The experimental results of on-off gain 
measurements are presented.  
 
6.1  Optical center in the active core layer. The Cr4+ ion. 
The bismuth ion as a dopant and as responsible center for NIR emission of Bi-doped 
glasses is extensively discussed in chapter II, section2.3.1. The valence state, and, 
accordingly the energy level scheme of Bi-ion in glasses, as well as, its coordination in 
glass matrix, is still unclear and it is a subject of present research from many research 
groups. On the other hand the Cr4+ ion in Ca2GeO4 crystal and in other olivine crystal 
structures is well studied [1-3].  
Chromium is a tunable-laser active ion.  Particular advantages of chromium over other 
transition metals are its chemical stability, existence of broad pump bands, large energy 
level splitting, and reduced excited state absorption. Laser action in the near-infrared 
(1130-1370 nm) from Cr4+:forsterite (Cr4+:Mg2SiO4) was demonstrated by Petricevic 
et.al. in 1988 [1]. Laser operation was also demonstrated in Cr3+:LiScGeO4 and 
Cr3+:LiIn(Ge,Si)O4 with the tunability range of 1150-1620 nm [3].  
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Several materials of different crystal structures, which were believed to be suitable for the 
incorporation of the Cr4+ ion into their crystal lattice, are already developed and 
investigated for potential application as lasers. All the materials that were developed 
clearly show the presence of tetrahedral Cr4+ in their absorption spectra.  However, only 
few of these new materials show promise as viable lasers. The problems include very 
weak or nonexistent luminescence in many materials which could be grown readily as 
large single crystals, and, the difficulty in growing large single crystals for those 
materials, like Cr4+:LiAlO2, Ca2SiO4 which have good fluorescence spectra.  
The Ca2GeO4 crystal belongs to the olivine structure which is and arrangement of sites 
with tetrahedral and octahedral symmetry. Chromium dopant Cr 4+ions occupy sites of 
tetrahedral symmetry where they substitute for Ge. Substitution of Ca ions by Cr3+ ions 
does not occur because of large difference in ions sizes  Therefore the lasing center in Cr-
doped CaGeO4 is only Cr4+.  
The major advantage of Cr4-doped Ca2GeO4 over the well known Cr:Mg2SiO4 and 
Cr:YAG is high concentration of  Cr4+ that can be easily achieved in crystals due to 
favorable structure features of the Ca2GeO4 crystal [2] without significant quenching of 
fluorescence. Absorption spectra typical for Cr4+-doped materials, exhibit multiple broad 
bands spanning the 450 – 1200-nm range. All the bands can be used for efficient optical 
pumping without severe limitations on pump laser diode output wavelength.  Spectral 
positions of the bands match perfectly with emission spectra of inexpensive and powerful 
laser-diode sources. 
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The polarized  absorption spectra of Cr4+: Ca2GeO4 is shown in Fig.6.1.  
 
 
Fig.6.1 Absorption spectra of Cr4+-doped Ca2GeO4 olivine. a,b,c are the lattice axis. 
 
Fluorescence spectra of Cr4+: Ca2GeO4 ,  for 800 nm pump wavelength is shown in 
Fig.6.2. Fluorescence extends over the range of  about 1200-1600 nm and with a FWHM 
of about 200 nm. This fluorescence is promising to achieve optical amplification 
operation, with this material, in a wavelength range important for WDM technique of 
optical networks.  
 Cr4-doped Ca2GeO4 laser has already been demonstrated [2] with tuning range 1350-
1500nm. Therefore it was interesting to study the single pass gain of planar waveguide 
built with this material. 
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Fig.6.2  Room temperature fluorescence spectrum of Cr-doped Ca2GeO4 olivine under 
800 nm excitation. The Cr concentration is 0.5 wt. % .  
 
6.2 Waveguide parameters 
Physical parameters of the Cr-doped Ca2GeO4 fabricated (chapter V) are ; 
Thickness of core layer, d=50 µ,  
Refractive indices ; ncore=1.63     and nsubstrate=1.48 [4] 
Δn =.15 
Numerical aperture,  NA≈ 0.69 
Longitudinal dimension, L=3.7 mm 
From equation Eq. 4.2.13 , the number of possible modes for λ=1.5 µ, is M=47. 
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The waveguide is three-layered symmetric multimode waveguide, with relatively high 
numerical aperture that provides a good confinement for the lower modes.    
 
6.3 Experimental setup and procedure 
6.3.1 Experimental setup 
The experimental setup for on-off gain measurement of the waveguide structure is shown 
in Fig. 6.3. The pump is a Ti sapphire pulsed laser emitting at about 800 nm. A flip 
mirror (not shown in Fig.6.3) serves as a switch for the pump output. The coupling 
optics, that launches the pump beam into the one of the input fibers of the 2 to 1 
combiner, is a setup consisting of, 4 adjustable highly reflective mirror, a diaphragm with 
adjustable opening, and a XYZ adjustable platform to which the fiber is firmly 
connected. The intensity of the pump beam was measured in the input and output of the 
coupling optics before the experiment in order to reach the maximum performance of the 
coupling optics (as advertised by the manufacturer). The intensity of the pump light at the 
output of the combiner was 195 mW. The signal laser is coupled directly to the combiner 
by means of an optical fiber. The combiner transmits  the pump light and the signal light 
through the same optical fiber. The light (pump and/or signal) is launched longitudinally 
in the waveguide by butt-coupling method. The fiber launching the light (pump and/or 
signal) is brought to very close proximity to the entry face of the waveguide. Both, the 
fiber and the waveguide, were placed rigidly on XYZ platforms which allowed for a lot 
of flexibility in adjusting the butt-coupling between fiber and waveguide. The output of 
the waveguide is collected by a 5mm focal length converging lens. An Angle-Physical 
Contact (APC) fiber is connected firmly to the lens exactly at the lens’s focal plane. The 
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APC fiber carries the light to the OSA which spectra-analyzes it. There was no need for 
backward pumping due to the size of the sample being  smaller than the absorption 
length. 
6.3.2 Experimental procedure 
The position of the collecting lens was determined first, by finding the maximum OSA 
reading of signal only and no waveguide. The waveguide was later brought in the path of 
the signal light by means of the XYZ adjustments of its own platform. Both, waveguide 
holder and launching-fiber holder are adjusted finely  until the waveguide-fiber pair are 
tuned to the maximum possible reading of OSA.  
To assure that the experimental errors are at minimum, a preliminary step was taken to 
read the signal light intensity directly from OSA ( with a simple fiber connection between 
the signal laser device and OSA). The OSA reading in this case, offsets the influence of 
interconnecting optics , and serves as a reference point for adjustment of the detecting 
lens.  
This was done to determine the best position of the converging lens; the one that gives 
the closest reading from OSA when the signal laser is connected in the configuration of 
Fig.6.3.  
Spontaneous emission (SE) from the waveguide was observed when launching only 
pump light into the waveguide (signal laser is off). The SE signal was small, comparable 
to the noise of OSA apparatus.  
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Fig. 6.3 . Experimental setup for gain measurement. OSA=Optical Spectrum Analyzer; 
OPM=Optical Power Meter. (a) Waveguide Amplifier; (b) Fiber Amplifier. 
 
The on-off gain is observed as the difference (in dB units) between OSA readings of the 
signal intensity , with pump on and off. The readings were taken for different 
wavelengths in the available range of wavelengths of the signal laser. 
 
6.4 Experimental results and discussion 
The experiment showed a gain profile on the wavelength region of 1420-1510 nm, with a  
maximum gain of 5.7dB at 1470 nm and a sharp drop at 1500 nm where the gain 
dissappears. The gain results are shown in Fig. 6.4. The spontaneous emission was 
visually observed , but it was not possible to get a recorded data from the OSA. Also,  the 
spontaneous emission detected with this setup was weak and barely over the OSA 
aparatus noise. The core displays a good transmission of the signal. The raise (in dB) in 
signal intensity when sample was removed,  was small ( less than 1 dB) but not clear 
enough to record. 
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Fig.6.4     Cr4+:Ca2GeO4 waveguide amplifier On/Off gain 
 
The gain profile follows  the tuning range of a Cr4+:Ca2GeO4 tunable laser oscillator [2], 
with a rapid gain decline around 1500 nm due to the onset of excited state absorption, 
consistent with the results reported by Brunold et al. [5]. The gain about 1420 nm 
deviates from the gain profile of Cr4+:Ca2GeO4 tunable laser reported in reference 2. This 
could be attributed to the fact that 1420nm was the very lower extreme of the output 
range of the signal laser and could suffer from instability.  
Considering that sample used in this work is only a first model, and that there are many 
ways for improvement, the results obtained here are encouraging for researchers and 
engineers to pursue possibilities that would lead to a broadband NIR waveguide 
amplifier.  
In this work, the availability a wide range of emission of  signal laser was limited and the 
opportunity for experimental investigation below 1420 nm was missed. 
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Chapter VII 
                             Summary and directions for future work. 
7.1 Summary 
NIR active bismuth doped aluminosilicate glass layers were fabricated directly on silicon 
substrate at 1350 0C, via the solution route. The fabrication method is based on chemical 
reaction/diffusion phenomena, taking place between glass melt and silicon substrate, at 
high temperatures. The optical quality of the glass layer was high, and, the glass layer 
exhibited broad NIR fluorescence centered at 1150 nm for excitation 680 nm, and at 1250 
nm for 800 nm excitation. The glass formed on SI substrate was rich in Bi content (over 
10 at. %) by the data provided by EMS analysis. NIR luminescence at these high Bi 
concentrations was not observed before; in contrary, it was believed that NIR 
fluorescence was quenched at high ( about 2 at.% ) Bi concentrations[1]. To confirm the 
NIR luminescence  in these glasses , bulk samples with similar glass composition, (from 
initial choice of ingredients as well as from  SEM analysis data ) showed the same NIR 
fluorescence as the glass layer. Fabrication of good optical quality, active NIR glass 
directly on silicon wafer by the method shown here (chapter III), has immense 
applicability in fabrication of miniature amplification devices, such as planar waveguide 
amplifiers or micro-lasers. Moreover, the fluorescence region coincides with the signal 
transmission window of zero-dispersion of optical silica fibers, which would make such 
Bi-doped planar waveguide amplifiers very useful for broadband amplification in optical 
communication. The  broadly NIR fluorescent Bi doped glass layer on silicon strongly 
suggests the possibility of use of this material on optical integrated circuits.  
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The method of fabrication of glass thin layers on silicon reported in this work has the 
limitation of etching that compromised the flatness of glass-silicon interface which 
persisted even after thermal oxidation of the silicon wafer. 
Fabrication of planar waveguide structures is reported and optical gain was achieved in 
1420-1500 nm region. Two waveguides were fabricated; one with Bi-doped NIR 
luminescent core and the other with tetravalent Cr-doped Ca2GeO4 single crystal core. 
The gain measurements were performed on the latter. Up to 5.7 dB on-off optical  gain 
was achieved at 1470 nm. The gain measurements were carried over 1420-1510 nm 
region. Sharp decrease of gain at 1500 nm is consistent with excited state absorption 
which represses the optical gain [2]. Smaller than expected gain, around 1420 nm, might 
have come from the instability of the signal at the lower edge of the signal laser range 
(1420-1510nm). The tetravalent Cr-doped Ca2GeO4 waveguide is multimode, symmetric 
three-layer planar waveguide with high numerical aperture, NA=0.69 .  
 
7.2  Future directions.  
This thesis produced a Bi-doped germanosilicate glass core waveguide with 40 µ core 
thickness but, gain measurements were not carried out on this waveguide structure due to 
lack of signal laser source. Therefore, as a task for the nearest future, characterization of 
Bi-glass based waveguide amplifier is suggested. 
If a diode laser at 800 nm becomes available, the next suggestion for the future, is 
replacement of Ti-sapphire pump source by the diode laser. Diode lasers are efficient, 
continuous wave,  pump sources and eliminate the need for alignment optics associated 
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with Ti-sapphire laser. Diode-bar lasers could be used for direct pumping of a planar 
waveguide without any intermediary optics.  
Cr3+-, Cr4+-doped materials are very promising gain media for the NIR spectral region 
that covers both telecommunication window. Achievements with these materials include  
Cr4-doped Ca2GeO4 lasers [3,4] and Cr3+:LiScGeO4 and Cr3+:LiIn(Ge,Si)O4 [5]. Tuning 
range of Cr4+:Ca2GeO4 covers very important 1350-1500-nm wavelength range, while 
Cr3+:LiIn(Ge,Si)O4 covers the ultra-broad 1150-1620-nm bandwidth which includes both 
telecommunication windows. 
Due to bandwidth limitations of the Cr4+:Ca2GeO4 laser crystal, and emergence of novel 
Cr3+-doped laser crystals, particularly LiIn(Ge,Si)O4, which are expected to cover both 
the 1.3-mm and 1.55-mm telecommunication window, a suggested direction is the 
fabrication of compact waveguide devices using Cr:LiIn(Ge,Si)O4 as gain media. 
The fabrication method of planar waveguides pursued in this work has severe limitations 
and is very inefficient. As a suggestion for future work, use of liquid phase epitaxy (LPE) 
method for growing doped single crystal thin layers on undoped substrates should be 
pursued for quality and thinner planar waveguides. 
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